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Denise Garrott PA 16218-1402
"We already have safe, clean power sources. Leave it in the ground. Our forests are worth more than your
coal."
Daniel Garske CA 90731-6419
"Do Not allow destruction of OUR National Forest for coal. Didn't you hear that we are trying to reduce the
amount of DAMAGE we are doing to the environment??"
Daniel Gartner AZ 85755-7199
"We need to save what little remains of America's wilderness for our children and grandchildren."
Katie Garton NY 10001-2332
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to mine in thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado!!! We need
to protect our remaining roadless wilderness and we need to keep fossil fuels in the ground to help slow
climate change."
Cyndy Gartside AZ 85018-5711
"We need as much pristine wilderness as we can possibly keep. Please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze
roadless forests. A company should not be allowed to profit at the expense and degradation of OUR forests."
Esther Garvett FL 33186-3033
"Why would ANYONE destroy pristine forests for coal? This is unacceptable and should NEVER happen."
Marjorie Garvey
"To even consider this allowing of Arch Coal to enter these or OR ANY of 'pristine roadless forests in Colorado"
OR ANYWHERE is beyond despicable and a complete & shame-full travesty!! Our family has always had
respect for Forest Service. We considered the Forest Service a positive and Responsible agency for protecting
the our forests and environmental issues concerning their well-BEing :NOT only in generations past . With the
ever increasing 'sell-outs' by Forest Service ...what will loss of protection mean for future generations ! VOTE
NO WAY!!! STOP paving way for Arch Coal to come in where it does NOT belong . MAY YOU REGAIN YOUR
PRESENCE TO FOREST SERVICE COMMITTMENT =PAVE WAY FOR THE CONTINUANCE OF
NATURE"S PURE GIFT TO US & FUTURE GENERATIONS!"
Daniel Garveydanielg VA 22181
"This is degradation at its worst--it needs to stop!"
Chris Garwood MD 21212-2019
"There are other alternatives such as clean energy rather than raping the land"
Helen Garza TX 78216-6300
"We need to preserve our wildlife. Stop destroying our beautiful forests. This is a clear danger to many
species!!"
George Gaskill

FL 32926-5756
"Atmospheric pollutants must be kept in the ground if our planet is to have any chance at survival!"
Christina Gasman WA 98502-9584
"we have to protect our forests and the animals that need homes to live in without people or harm"
Suzanne Gaspar IL 60099-3045
"The only way to preserve what's left of our world is to stop attacks on it such as bulldozing pristine forests."
Lawrence Gaspar WA 98584-7027

"Arch Coal - This organization's leader has been convicted in a court. America does not need any more coal,
as COMPARED TO GREEN ENERGY OR EVEN NATURAL GAS"
Liz Gaspar
WA 98584-7027
"First of all, I see no point in opening any areas to new coal mines. Secondly, I've seen what coal mining does
to communities...and ecologies. No!"
Carol Gass
"Please stop this destructive proposal! We need to save the forests and coal is NOT in the future of our world's
interest. Of all organizations the Forest Service should know better!!!"
Barbara Gaston TX 78746-7230
"Please do not allow this type of action in Colorado, which will devastate wilderness areas, destroy wildlife
habitat, and promote the dirty energy of coal which will promote the devastating effects of climate change. No!
No! No! Mining in these areas will further pollute precious water supplies and create jobs that will drain our
health care system due to the astronomical rate of injury associated with coal mining. Thank you. Barbara
Gaston, RN"
Kelly Gates
ID 83338-1644
"Coal is not the way to the future, especially at the cost of our forests."
Joanne Gates NH 03048-4623
"Coal is a dirty fuel and shouldn't even be under consideration to mine."
John Gau
MA 01606-1183
"I can't believe with what science tells us that the forest service would consider allowing Arch coal to mine
roadless forest in Colorado."
Valerie Gaudio OH 44022-2811
"Please CANCEL ALL 65 illegally issued oil & gas leases in the White River National Forest. We MUST protect
and presereve these pristine, roadless forests in Colorado!"
Monique Gaudry CA 90065-3234
"Enough rape of our remaining pristine forests!"
Violet B. Gautesen Krukonis VT 05452-3780
"Coal should be left under the ground to serve as support structure for our precious earth which needs

every tree to keep the earth healthy."
Linda Gauthier MN 55430-3157
"Do not allow this to happen. It is only for the profits of Arch Coal and not in any way for the common good."
Greg Gavin FL 33772
"Thank you for reading my letter. Before its too late let's us try to leave something that those who follow will
thank us for not curse us for...."
Belle Gayer
NY 11021-3239
"ENOUGH with the coal!! It's time to move on and use only wind, air and sun!!"
Anne Gayler NY 10950-2028
"We don't need more dirty energy....ditch coal and go solar/wind/geothermal/tidal...there are so many other
options."
Linda Gazzola NY 10465-3550
"STOP COAL MINING ON ROADLESS FORESTS!!!!"
Robert Gebert PA 18013-5502
"Reopening this loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule is simply ludicrous. It is counter to all that should be
done for the future health of the environment."
Gertrude Gebin CA 94015-4726
"It is incumbent upon the Forest Service to protect our wild lands."
Cynthia Gecas CA 94611-3212
"Coal. Why? We are surely evolved enough in every way to no longer need to mine for coal. I know it. You
know it. Please don't destroy that which can never be replaced for this obsolete item---especially for money.
Money is practically a hologram...pristine forests are real and vital to all of life."
Paul Gedo
MD 20850-2125
"Please cease this irresponsible practice."

Edgar Gehlert NY 12538-2036
"Coal mining must end- we can not survive the carbon and ash pit dumps related to coal usage."
Judy Gehrig
NC 27707-9501
"Coal mining is bad enough, but bulldozing beautiful forest lands? Please don't!"
Marcia Geiger WI 53597-9112
"Coal versus CO forest with all its' beauty and wildlife. Gee, pollution vs. everything that I like. No contest, stop
Arch Coal"
Donna Gelder WA 98926-9462
"With solar and wind technology, we just don't need coal mining to be done. Please protect our roadless

forests."
Alexa Gelfenbaum CA 94025-1638
"Trees are one of our best chances in the fight against climate change while coal mines are one of the culprits.
Please help save these life forces"
Kate Gelhard MD 21776-8226
"Please do the right thing and do not allow these beautiful forests to be bulldozed."
Robert Gelhaus NY 11801-5826
"It's the 21st century. We shouldn't be mining coal at all. We know better!!"
Lois Geller NY 11214
"This is important, once the damage is done, you can't go back in time if/when you want to repair the
damages."
Marybelle Gemmell NY 12561-3321
"We don't need more coal, but we do need more forests."
Jeff Gemutliche CA 96003-1980
"Coal use for energy production makes no sense at all with the technologies we have today---actually it's
insane !"
Elisabeth Genaux AK 99801-8317
"This is a recipe for an environmental disaster! Bulldozing trees to mine for coal??? No, no, no. Keep the trees
upright and the coal in the ground."
Derek Gendvil NV 89117-5744
"Well, I hope we need to tell Arch Coal that they need to demand that they don't open this loophole to continue
coal mining by their forests, & that's so unfair. Hopefully Earthjustice needs to do whatever they can to stop this
from happening, so that the wilderness itself doesn't get destroyed. We need to put Arch Coal to justice & that
the President does whatever he can to stop the loopholes in the roadless areas of Colorado."
Marshalle Genevieve CA 93546-5005
"Please protect our forests."
Mike D Genovese NC 28658-8872
"We must put protection of the environment ahead of the profit's for the coal industry!"
Allison Gentile NY 11249-2056
"We have to stop ruining our pristine forests by digging up coal there, and we have to stop ruining the air we
breath by burning that coal. We can and must transition to clean energy now. Stop the all-around destruction
caused by coal mining."
Donald Gentz TX 75044-4555
"Ecological damage in the name of more pollution and corporate profits--this should be a no-brainer.

Please don't let this happen."
Faye George MA 02324-1460
"The preservation of our forests is urgent if we are to control the deadly advance of Climate Change on this
planet. Our trees--forests--are in the first line of defense in cleaning the air of the CO2s that are threatening life
on Earth."
William Georges CA 92867-1902
"The best Climate Scientists in the US (and the world) have definitive proof that carbon concentrations over
350 parts per million in our atmosphere will do long term harm to life on this planet. There is a lag time between
carbon in the atmosphere and its negative consequences. Carbon levels are already over 400 parts per million,
and as a result, the PH levels of the oceans are changing. The oceans have already become more acidic and
hundreds of species are dying off. This threatens the entire food chain of all sea life! If you take out a

foundation level food source, it affects every species higher in the food chain.!
Soon, the fish we eat for food will become more and more scarce - even disappear completely. This chain of
events all begins with high carbon levels in our atmosphere-and I haven't even begin to discuss the issues of
Global Warming!!! Keep the coal in the ground!! We have effective alternative sources of energy!"
David Gephard CT 06409-1054
"I can't believe that the Forest Service is actually considering to allow a business that wants to make money by
clearing the people's forest to mine coal. Any reason to clear the forest is wrong but to mine coal, an extremely
dirty form of energy, should be a crime. This is the people's forest & make money by destroying our land for a
dirty energy. The trees in that roadless forest help clean the air which will be destroyed if Arch Coal were
allowed to mine coal there."
Fabiano Gerard AK 31200
"ARR-TER LES MINES DE CHARBON SUR ROADLESS FOR-TS"
Ira Gerard-di Benedetto IL 60177-3049
"Our park, forests and nature preserves should not be exploited by the coal mining business"
Midge Gerbich OH 43431-1339
"Thank you for taking the time to read this, and hear our concerns. The Public needs its forests, and needs
them intact so please help us keep them that way! Thank you again."
Steve Gerdes
"Please leave the coal in the ground and the trees on top! The planet (and all of us, even you,) wins doubly!"
Elizabeth B. Gerlach MA 02461-1132
"The Forest Service must NOT allow Arch Coal access to coal in roadless forests in Colorado. The bulldozed
roads degrade the wildlife environment and any coal mined will add millions of tons of air pollution to our
atmosphere. PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW IT!"
Brianna Gerondale MI 49301-8315
"Please stop the release of more fossil fuels that will pollute our environment and speed up global warming."

Paula Geroux CA 95470-6130
"Solar and Wind now!"
Stacy Gerrard NC 28115-3123
"It's time to stand up for Mother Earth and all of her inhabitants. Not only would this ruthlessly destroy beautiful
forests, it'll displace millions of innocent animals. Stop this madness. It's got to start somewhere. Let it be you."
Janet Gerske IL 60640-6553
"please leave the coal in the ground ... it is everyone's responsibility to protect our environment ... coal
companies need a new line of work ... maybe building wind turbines ......"
Aviva Gersovitch PA 15132-4717
"Please don't use legal loopholes to capitalize off of environmental destruction. In the end, who're you really
harming? Yourself and the people you care about."
Nancy Gertler NY 11021-4006
"Please, don't bulldoze the forests and kill the animals and trees and plants!!!"
Kathleen Gessaman MT 59404-1263
"No more Loop-Holes for Arch Coal! Save our forests from mining."
David Getchell CA 93711-1759
"How does a loophole like this even exist?! They are killing thousand of trees to mine the dirtiest fossil fuel
there is so they can sell it to energy companies who will pollute our air with it. Can you folks at the USFS
please help out by NOT reopening this loophole?"
Susan Getejanc OH 44130-4250
"Please quit destroying our one and only home"
Kathleen Gettens OH 44116-2379
"This is insane!! This country needs forests to take in CO2 not coal to produce more greenhouse gases."
Jessica Getz
WA 98136-2674
"Please conserve this roadless Forest for wildlife habitat. recreation and hunting."
Robert Geyer CA 94118-3975
"There are TOO MANY coal mines and NOT ENOUGH roadless forests! Please help save the pristine forests
that still exist and cannot be replaced. Thanks!"
Judith Ggeorge CA 92201-7498
"Please do not allow more destruction of our natural environment. Help protect it for all of us, not a few."
Anita Ghazali

"No! No!"
Bonnie Ghent

TN 37923-1930
"It's disgraceful how we are tearing down forests to get to coal which is a dirty fuel source. We need to put our
efforts into clean fuels and stop the destruction of this planet."
Don Ghidoni MO 64117-1905
"This just isn't the way America should be going. Especially in view of the Paris Climate Talks. Really bad
timing. It makes look like a bunch of Hippocrates. Sand behind your President and the rest of us please. Thank
you in advance."
Viola Ghosh
IL 60070-2140
"I do not want any more forests to be destroyed and wild animals' habitats wiped out for the short- sighted
profits of a corporation."
John Giacobbe OH 43017-9774
"The Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution
to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Robet Giambruno
"Let 's get on the highway for renewable power and cruise down the never ending road, instead of polluting
power which is a dead end.cul-de-sac."
Vanessa Giampaoli
"I strongly oppose the reopening of the coal mining loophole. The pollution of methane gases is too destructive
and costly to us all."
Patricia Giannakis MD 21113-1043
"We need to STOP disregarding the harm that we continue to do to our natural resources and our
environment."
Antonietta Giarda 20133
"Basta con le miniere di carbone"
James Gibbel PA 17543-8776
"Please stop bulldozing the beautiful forests of Colorado for a mine coal. Preserve these forests. Thank you,
James Gibbel"
Sara Gibson
AZ 86001-0955
"There is only one chance here, please take care of our nice places!"
Claudia Gibson CA 94930-2105
"In case you haven't noticed, COAL IS OVER! #keepitintheground. No special deals for the most polluting
industry on earth. Between divestment, climate talks and Eco destruction you shouldn't even consider this
heinous act. Preserve, conserve, protect and defend. Don't give our heritage away for private corporate Short
term profits. Don't bulldoze one inch for robber barons to steal our last bits of wild beauty. It's insane in the face
of climate change. And a grasp to far for private interests that will quickly pollute all it touches!"
Terry Gibson OR 97267-6511
"It is not in the national interest to mine coal from pristine forest lands. We need forests much more

than we need to burn coal for energy that can be generated safely in many other ways. Please keep our coal in
the ground, not in our air."
Diane Gibson PA 15217-2461
"Preserve the forests!"
Lena Gibson WA 98406-6406
"No more coal mining! There are things more important than greed-- like quality of life and the health of the
environment. the Forest Service needs to protect the forests, not exploit them."
Suzan Giesau WI 54115 2552
"I would like to help in some small way to improve the quality of our planet, ie our lives"
Susan Giesel OH 45245
"Please, Forest Service, no more destruction of our wonderful, diminishing forests. Renewable energy is the
future - coal is the past."
Daniel Giesy VA 23508-2805
"Transforming sequestered carbon into atmospheric carbon dioxide AND destroying pristine wilderness. A

double barreled ecological disaster. STOP IT!"
Theo Giesy
VA 23508-2805
"We can not jeopardize the climate, ruin wilderness area, threaten wildlife all for the profit of one coal mining
company. The coal must stay in the ground, and the roadless area must remain roadless. Our public lands are
for the good of all not for profit for a few."
Carey Giffen MI 49024-5799
"The dirty energy from coal is NOT worth giving up pristine, roadless forest lands. Please preserve our forests!"
Peter Giffin
OR 97520-1125
"this is an area that attracts tourist and recreationsts all year . It includes inportant habitat for many species that
attract people to rhis area . My family is from this area . People do not come here to see coal trains to see
ruined landscapes or fish ruined streams . Say no to these private interests . No profits for one company at the
expense of the public good , especially not for a dirty reasorce . This is Colorado not Kentucky or Tennessee ...
Deny this exception . Serve the people and the forest , not one greedy destructive company ."
Susan Gifford MT 59105-0695
"We the people just don't want coal power, coal pollution, and nature devestation in our state (Colorado), in our
country any longer. Coal has seen it's time! Colorado has always been known for it's untainted beauty, clean
air and pristine waters. We want it back. No compromise. Our eyes have been opened, and "NO", we don't
want filthy dirty power in our state of Colorado. We want clean solar, wind and free energy sources "NOW". We
don't want filthy dirty energy in America. We don't want filthy dirty disease causing energy sources unleashed
anymore. Start reeducating people for clean energy jobs now. The time has come. LISTEN to US!"
Martha Gifford

NY 11201-2341
"Closing the loophole was the right decision. There is no good and substantial reason to re-evaluate that
decision."
Stephanie Gifford VA 24523-6165
"It is unaccessible, ie hidden underground, blocked by trees for a reason. To keep it where it is, it is a challenge
for humanity to find alternate energy sources. Accept the challenge."
Michele Giguerecox CA 93657-9737
"After all the tress have been cut down How will we get air to breathe Really..?"
John Gilbert CA 95126-2156
"It's far beyond the time when we should be moving past coal and oil as energy sources. Stop the despoiling of
our forest lands, etc."
Tom Gilbert
ME 04086-1923
"This loophole would set a dangerous precedent"
Dorothy Gilbert NC 27713-9146
"Stop destroying the natural beauty of our planet!"
Laurie Gilbert TN 37187-5312
"With the serious concerns about climate issues it makes no sense to destroy the forrested ares. Please
prevent Arch Coal from destroying resources that we need for our health and the health of this planet."
Pamela Gilbert UT 84720-3549
"? 294.12 Prohibition on road construction and road reconstruction in inventoried roadless areas. (a) A road
may not be constructed or reconstructed in inventoried roadless areas of the National Forest System, except as
provided in paragraph (b) of this section. ? 294.13 Prohibition on timber cutting, sale, or removal in inventoried
roadless areas. (a) Timber may not be cut, sold, or removed in inventoried roadless areas of the National
Forest System, except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section."
Tracy Gilbert UT 84105-2653
"We need to preserve out precious wilderness!"
Karen Gilbride
"Stop now!"
Alaina Gilchrist PA 15217-1329
"Why not switch over to wind and solar power? There is no need to continue mining for coal anywhere, let
alone in our forests."
Peggy Gildersleeve NE 68355-1540
"We don't need coal anymore. WE need to leave it in the ground. We have ruined enough of our land for

mining and greed."
Cynthia Giler MD 21122-4711
"Don't reopen this loophole now. We're making progress on cleaning up the atmosphere and stopping

the destruction of the environment and habitat. Don't go in the opposite direction. This is nothing but
destruction for profit."
Peggy Gilges VA 22901-7807
"The Forest Service should be protecting the Roadless Rule. It's madness to destroy habitat recklessly in an
era of mass species extinction, and to accelerate pollution of the atmosphere with carbon emissions in a time
of rapid and dangerous global climate change."
Julie Gilkinson MN 55901-2348
"I have always been so proud of our American heritage which has preserved wild lands. It is so wonderful to
have National forests and parks where we can enjoy nature. We can't let these areas be eroded and
destroyed!"
Mariea Gill
OR 97501-3009
"This is a no-brainer! STOP COAL MINING ON ROADLESS FORESTS!"
Lfj Gill
RI 02833-1151
"No need for this. And a definite need AGAINST it."
David And Helen Gill VA 22151-3316
"Why should a commercial interest be allowed to trump the public interest with respect to keeping alive and
undamaged these environmentally important forests? Smells like quid pro quo."
Linda Gillaspy NV 89506-9717
"Our future depends on our actions today. I do not think you realize the consequences our planet will
experience, unless we eliminate the use of fossil fuels. The longer we delay, the larger the consequences. We
must all participate to ensure the future of our children."
Abigail Gillespie NY 10023-6257
"Please do all you possibly can to protect our forests and environment. We need to diminish our coal use,
augment our alternative energy production and protect the earth. Sincerely, Abigail Gillespie"
Jenny Gillespie TN 37664-2154
"It's past time to consider the lives of our grandchildren and our legacy in creating the world left for them."
Clayton Gillespie VA 22181-3217
"Running existing coal mines using their existing footprint is one thing, new coal mines with a footprint that
decimates pristine forest is another. I am strongly opposed to opening new coal mines in pristine forest areas."
Jeanne Gillette CA 94939-1435
"I thought that the Forest Service existed to protect our forests as a natural rescource for all Americans and for
the American ecosystem. Coal mining does not fit into this picture. It smells like someone is being bribed by the
coal industry to sell out our heritage for personal gain."
Jane Gilley
TX 78737-4000

"Who came up with this stupid idea to destroy our forests?? Dumb,dumb!!"
Theora Gilliam MA 01060-4020
"stop the madness"
Laurel Gilligan MD 21718
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to expand and destroy a pristine area."
Ainslie Gilligan VT 05301-6220
"I find this proposal utterly shameless and degrading, both in respect to the habitat to be ruined and to the
principles to be shattered. Please wake up. You are sabotaging your own roles as public servants."
Mary Ann Gillis MI 48428
"You are a complete and utter fool if you think there is any benefit to letting your payola friends at Arch Coal will
ever clean up their mess. they won't do it as they go and they certainly won't do it after they have virtually
stolen the American people's natural resources for their own gain. You give our resources to the highest bidder
to put money in YOUR pockets. You are just as bad as the greedy companies that exploit our resources. You
don't even get fair market value for the coal. If you did that they wouldn't dig it up. What happen to this clean air
"mandate" for coal plants. You are an ass. Two-faced, back- stabbing ass."

Mark Gillono IL 60503-7322
""The human appetite for animal flesh is a driving force behind virtually every major category of environmental
damage now threatening the human future - deforestation, erosion, fresh water scarcity, air and water pollution,
climate change, biodiversity loss, social injustice, the destabilization of communities and the spread of
disease." -- The World Watch Institute http://www.cowspiracy.com/facts/"
Mike Gilman AZ 85028-3627
"There is no need to mine dirty coal from pristine Colorado forests. Has nobody heard that coal is being
replaced by cleaner-burning fuels for the planet's sake?"
Kathie Gilmore FL 33993-7019
"Leave our forests be."
Cathi Gilmore MA 02468-2005
"Please save our land and the many wildlife species which depend upon our land."
James Gilmore OH 43211-4100
"Stop trashing the planet. Start putting efforts towards renewable resources."
Arthur Gilroy NJ 07885-2105
"Please leave the coal in the ground and subsidize solar and wind sources."
Jonathan Gilson
"This proposal represents a clear picture of dying industry's incredible ability to acknowledge their own demise.
Coal use to generate energy is already in steep decline. Coal companies are either shrinking or going
bankrupt. We need to investigate how these proposals are gestated."

Lawrence Gimbel CA 95954-9580
"I can not understand why, especially with the talks going on in Paris, the Forest Service is even considering
adding 170 million tons of dirty coal to our environment. Coal causes health problems. It contributes to climate
change. Worse, the mining of this coal will permanently scar what little we have left of our natural environment.
It should not be the job of the Forest Service to enrich the pockets of Arch Coal at the expense of the people."
J.R. Gimblet
TX 75060-3272
"Camping in wilderness areas in Colorado were some of the greatest experiences of my youth. It is
unimaginable that future generations will not have those experiences. Not only that, but the mined coal would
be another nail in the coffin of the human race and the other species with which we share the Earth. No
amount of profit for a commercial company is worth the loses our world would experience with this proposed
mining."
Germain Giner IL 60640-1021
"Coal is bad enough without it coming at the additional cost of wild forest."
Patricia Gingrich AL 35043-8191
"Bulldozing thousands of acres of forests to mine millions of tons of dirty coal is irresponsible. Our wildlands
should be protected from this kind of invasion!"
Carol Ginn
"Crazy and shameful!!!"
Darren Ginn GA 30309-1096
"Stop allowing the destruction of our planet."
Mel Ginsberg OR 97520-3034
"We must stop using coal and start protecting our environment."
Janice Gintzler IL 60445-4125
"Roadless forests are a gift from God. Please keep them that way. Preserve the creatures, too, that live in the
forests. Not each part of God's green Earth should have a price tag on it."
Maria Giovino MA 01775-2132
"stop destroying the forests and destroying the future of our planet"
Julian Giraldo FL 34221-4903
"Please stop senseless destruction of our forests ."
Dennis Girard FL 34223-3844
"Enough is Enough! Coal mining has torn the tops off mountains and made deserts of farm and forest land.
Don't let them use the Forrest Service as a door to more disruptive mining! Keep Arch Coal out of the forest!"
Eliot Girsang MD 20732-3194
"Our forests and woodland need to be protected, not bulldozed; save the forests!"

Rachael Girshcik CT 06247-0022
"STOP DESTRUCTION OF THE LITTLE FOREST WE HAVE LEFT ON THIS PLANET"
Brenda Gitter TX 78731-3741
"Lets not build this and for once look ahead to the future. Coal is an antiquated fuel source which destroys our
air and water while this road will destroy wildlife habitat."
Carrie Givens CA 93117-1822
"Wake up to the new century, it is time for clean energy, not the old ways of filthy ,dirty energy like coal."
David Givers MN 56560-2631
"The just completed Paris Agreement (COP21) and the science of our fossil fuels CO2 emissions means that
we must cancel call mining on public lands. This program has been a shame an illegal, allowing coal
companies to lease coal in non competitive bid rigging collusion."
Terri Giviens RI 02886-2021
"Mining for coal in forests is bad for the earth and people."
P Givins
CA 95521-5303
"Trees matter more than coal at this moment in time. Wake up to the reality of now. Sheesh."
Shanen Givone MO 64804-3041
"Um...Here's a heads up. American's want to prevent coal burning, coal biofuels, and all things harmful to
health. Get with the program and go Green. Only the 1% wants harmful toxins for fuel and energy...but that's
only to line their pockets. Wow."
Helen Gjessing VT 05482-7573
"For the sake of humans and wildlife, leave the forest for future generations to enjoy. Leave the coal in the
ground."
M Gladis CA 95616
"Leave coal in the ground to protect the earth for all of humanity and all other creatures and plants"
David Gladstone WA 98291-0803
"My wife and I say: NO LOOPHOLE FOR ARCH COAL!"
Susan Glait
VA 23451-3423
"Since coal is dirty and a nonrenewable resource, it's high time other sources were used for energy."
Patricia Glander MD 20902-4041
"Please help."
Nina Glasgow TX 78733-3109
"Let's start being mindful of climate change which starts with extracting fossil fuels including coal from a forest.
Shame on Arch Coal."

Frank Glass
OR 97321-1336
"It strikes me as a stunningly poor idea to bulldoze Colorado forests to extract coal. Who benefits? Not the
Treasury, which sells coal for a song. Not future generations, who will lose both the forest and its inhabitants,
receiving instead the CO2 of burnt fossils. Since only Arch Coal benefits, I would pass on this "opportunity" to
turn our natural splendor into smoke, for the greedy idiocy it is. Further, I would absolutely avoid setting such a
self-injurious precedent. The Roadless Rule is there for a reason."
Richard Glass OR 97402-3838
"Public lands are public trusts, not the private reserves of the Fossil Fuels industry. Keep the coal under
ground. Keep Arch Coal away from the forest above ground."
Rita Glasscock NM 87506-0004
"If the earth dies, we die. I do not want to live in a world without beautiful nature and wildlife."
Tim Glassell
CA 92057-4915
"Stop coal"
Hannah Glasser WA 98279-0309
"Preservation of our untouched, wild and pristine forest land is necessary to our national health on multiple
levels! These forests must be protected."
Tressa Glassman IL 60008-2210
"We cannot keep ruining our forests. Remember EXTINCTION IS FOREVER! We will never see them the
same if they are allowed to be bulldozed now."

Joseph Glaston CA 92240-9555
"Please don't allow big coal to get rich at the expense of our precious natural wonders."
Maryanne Glazar CA 94704-2931
"Permitting this would cause long term devastation for short term gain. Why is it even being considered?"
Ann Gleason MA 02116-2913
"These are reserves to be held in trust by their stewards for the benefit of all & not any special interests,
especially ones like this!"
Jim Gleckler WA 98110-3119
"It is past time to stop looking at the past, coal is so polluting. It is time to invest in clean energy for our future,
rather than killing our planet with dirty coal."
Roberta Gleicher NY 11779-7100
"Do not destroy our pristine forests. We need them to clean our air and help slow climate change."
Kathleen Glen TX 76051-4655
"PLEASE don't reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule thus enabling Arch Coal to bulldoze
wilderness thereby reaping broad and long lasting damage to wildlife, climate, and the environment, not

to mention humans. I have always believed the Forest Service was created to protect as well as manage our
forests for all Americans, not just private industry."
Lisa Glenn FL 33418
"I strongly oppose the forest service reopening the cool mining loophole. Keep our wild life safe before they are
gone forever, think before it's too late"
James Glenn MO 64501-1205
"Please stop this insane taking of our national forests. Paper can be made in many ways and we have other
opportunities to invest in for energy. Stop the polluting of the only planet we have to live on. Our only source of
life as we know it, without we are all doomed. If you love your grandchildren please stop."
Janice Glennie HI 96745-4849
"What will be left for our children's children if we keep destroying our forests for unsustainable, CO2- producing
substances like coal?"
Peter Glick
"Please do not reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that will make it possible for the Arch Coal
to extract coal from that parcel of pristine land."
ED Glick
FL 32550-5200
"Don't destroy the forests"
Art Glick
WV 24966-9509
"As a resident of West Virginia, I can attest to the fact that these forests will never be the same again, once
Arch is done with them!"
Janet Glidden IL 60964-4443
"Help keep our wild places wild!"
Robyn Glisson AR 72444-0325
"We are critical polluting our world by using coal! Please stop and help our world be a cleaner place to live!"
Gary Glore
MO 63376-1949
"Nature first , big coal last ."
Harry Glover SC 29505-2616
"This is absurd that the Forest Service would consider bulldozing forest for coal. Coal is a dead energy source
and should be shut down not be promoted at all for the sake of the earth and the children"
Philip Gloviak IL 60433-2153
"I once planned to live in this beatiful state before the rich oil companies and the other huge corporate entities
ruined the plans of certain army corps of engineers to use this land for cattle and fodder.
Watching my neighbor die in the Mid continent coal mining disaster. and havind almost bought it in the oil shale
projects. I have a very good knowledge of were your going with this as you turn our country in to jolly old
England complete with land barons who claim that they are giving us jobs while they steal our wild places and
play LORDS over us. They will never be my because i serve the TRUE ONE and he does not

monopolize us. Oh yes also worked in the devils kitchen on a railroad to bring coal to a coal gasification plant

in Utah. Mostly imported Mexican labor worked to death by HUGE coal and now being called worthless losers
with no human rights by those who are becoming all to obvious. YES IT IS ONE DESTRuCTIVE PROPOSAL.
Along with the many others they have planned for us."
Martha Glowinski IL 60189-6197
"PLEASE do the right thing for our earth and future generations. Please."
Dale Gluckman
"Our environment belongs to all Americans, please do not allow the opening of pristine forest that will set a
dangerous precedent and benefit only Arch Coal. America deserves better."
Julie Gobert CA 90805
"The world is in enough environmental trouble. Stop letting greed control your actions!"
Stella Godbey KY 40108-7134
"Your greed will help to turn our planet into a toxic wasteland."
Tess Goddard CA 90292-5773
"This is awful!!! Stop it now please!!"
Esther Godek MA 01721
"enough of these coal companies making profits at our expense"
Sharon Godfrey NC 28210-8024
"Please, no more pollution from burning coal and please, keep our oxygenating trees in place!"
Brenda Godfrey NM 88201
"This destruction must be stopped!"
Cindy Godlove IA 52577
"Please stop the destruction of precious forests for coal mining."
Kim Godwin FL 32241-3426
"It is imperative that we preserve our forests and land areas from being damaged and destroyed. You can't
allow coal companies or other fossil fuel industries to cause our forests harm."
Carol Godwin NV 89428-0481
"Your job is to protect our land, not to allow its destruction. We need to invest in renewable resources. We do
not need this coal."
Ken Goe UT 84117
"Protect this roadless forest area, don't cave in to Arch coal. We have more coal on the market in this country
than needed already. Utilities are switching to cleaner burning natural gas. We don't need to be poring more
pollution into our air."
Jean Goering KS 67530-3636
"Please use our wind and solar sources to replace fossil fuels."

Katherine Goertz MN 55604
"Please protect the forests from mining devastation. Do not allow it in any further."
Sandra Goettling NV 89108-1106
"Thank you for reading my letter. Leave the coal in the ground and protect our inviroment!"
Linda Goetz
CA 91066-0866
"Everyone knows how deadly this is. When will you WAKE UP!?!"
Emery Goff
ME 04938-6908
"NO MORE COAL MINING IN ROADLESS FORESTS! Stop despoiling the Earth"
Karyn Goff
MI 48170-3150
"Hands off our forests!"
Dr. Paul Goff OR 97534
"You, your family and friends have to live here. I mean the earth. The coal will be burnt and only make the
horrors which face us as the earth heats up worse. Do't let it happen."
Thomas Goff TN 38351-1626 "#N/A"
Gayle Goff
TX 78741-1166
"There is no justifiable reason to re-open roads for coal mining purposes. Period."
Laura Goggins WA 98033-7611
"We need our unspoiled lands to offset air pollution caused by the burning of coal. For the good of future
generations, the US Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze wild forest. The US Forest Service

exists to protect our patrimony. Do not hand over our beautiful wild country to polluters who want to make huge
and unfair profits at the expense of us all!"
Joy Gohl
WA 98672-8224
""Change or die!" We need to value the earth (our home) and all the diversity of life and natural systems."
Linda Gohlke IL 60201-4975
"Please stop the destruction of our forest and allow more fossil fuel to be used. Enough global warming. Look
at what is happening in China with their use of so much coal."
Douglas Gola MA 01057-0191
"Please preserve our environment for future generations!"
Archer Gold
"Coal is the past. Enough with destroying our environment in order to make a few people rich."
Joy Gold
MD 20906-1636
"Should the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule be reopened, it would be an utter travesty to the

environment, as well as to the wildlife of the area, all for the sake of one company's profit margin! Please reject
the coal mining loophole to this Rule. Thank you."
Dena Gold
NY 10804-3209
"The planet is already in a climate crisis, anything that adds to that is terrible for all of us. If we don't take
serious action, there's a good chance that three planet won't be uninhabitable for future generations. While in
the short term this may produce profits and energy, the long term costs will never be worth it. Please present
our forests do that we have oxygen to breathe. Trees are on of the only things that counteract human pollution,
we need all the forests we can get right now"
Michael Gold NY 10463-1318
"To whom it may concern: Coal mining is destroying our climate. Why are you people enabling this? The
forests you are talking about destroying are on public land. They belong to everyone, not to a coal mining
company. Think about it. Say No to Arch Coal."
Richard Gold WA 98104-1303
"Saving the environment is more important than coal mining."
Alan Goldberg FL 33496-1752
"Please use some common sense and stop putting private profits over the health and well being of the public
and our planet"
Kirsty Goldberg VA 20190-4403
"Don't make this irreversible decision - protect the forest!"
Gail Goldberger IL 60626-1424
"Cutting down trees, endangering species, and COAL...the number one culprit in climate change. These
actions are not befitting of the Forest Service. You should be servicing habitat, not destroying it. And when do
you think climate change will be halted. When it's too late? Get smart. Listen to us!"
Peter Golden HI 96785-0957
"We need conscientious leadership to preserve pristine roadless forests."
Martin Goldfarb AR 72701-9505
"Climate warming needs to be reversed dirty coal needs to be stopped now, no exceptions"
Georgia Goldfarb CA 90265-5359
"We must stop being the scourge of the planet by destroying every living thing."
Yana Goldfine CA 94705-2345
"It is essential that we protect these lands from coal collecting of any kind. Last week in places like India people
were unable to leave their homes because the air was polluted from coal burning. When does protecting the
earth and those living on this earth matter more then profit? Stop distroying our nest. No roadless bulldozing
loopholes for Arch Coal!"
Jane Goldman CA 94019-1819
"No coal mining! Think of your children and grandchildren...don't you realize coal mining is hugely

damaging to our planet? Think, think of people rather than your profit. Jane Goldman RN Rob Macdonald MS
Half Moon Bay, CA. 94019"
Judith Goldman IL 60601-5069

"NO COAL NOWHERE!"
Michael Goldman NY 10605-2424
"colorado looks beautiful but is full of toxic spots. Don't add one more."
D Goldsmith OR 97225-2047
"Please help. We must not destroy forest and at the same time magnify the damage caused by burning coal,
the dirtiest of the fossil fuels. Demand for coal is falling all over the world and for good reason. Tax payers will
be stuck with the damage and with a worthless investment."
Lisa Goldstein MD 21163
"Please perserve the forest. There are so many other alternative options for energy. Solar, wind wave.... that
can create jobs and are healthier for the environment. Sincerely Lisa G"
Ted Goldstein NY 11568-1206
"Our environment and our forests are important priorities for me. The earth and its inhabitants need less
pollution from coal."
Lisa Goldwyn CA 95403-2719
"We need to stop taking wilderness for granted. If we keep destroying it, there will be nothing left."
Linda Golley WA 98032-6136
"No coal franchise in the forest! Keep coal in the ground. Protect the forest."
Sister Maryann Golonka, Hm PA 16155-0309
"Does every square foot of this planet not covered by asphalt or concrete have to be mined or fracked? Isn't
there enough pollution in the atmosphere or haven't we been paying attention to what is happening in China?
Please stop considering money instead of people, environment and integrity of doing whaqt is right. Thank
you."
Louise Golub NY 12866-4934
"Please keep our wild lands wild. Unintended consequences, like dirty air, affect all of us."
Allene Golub PA 19063-1041
"Why isn't the forest service acting in the interests of the American people? Not only for the present but for
future generations."
Del Gomes
CT 06489-3891
"First, explain who needs this coal, so much as to destroy a beautiful forest, provided by nature and entrusted
to intelligent humans. Please, avoid stupid greed (and the drug we call) money and just say: NO."
Jorge Gomez TX 78259-2101

"If it's energy efficiency America is looking for, then why not go along with what most democracies go for? Coal,
no matter how you slice it, has been dirty, is dirty and forever will be dirty. We need more Mother Nature
resources and less killing resources of mother nature."
Ginger Gomez WA 99204-3948
"Please think of our earth as our childrens' future earth and home!"
Kyle Gonchar PA 15905
"Thanks to major efforts in pursuing clean energy, companies like Arch Coal will be dinosaurs buried deeper in
the ground than the coal they mine in a few decades. Why they insist on a salted-earth response is beyond me
(not really, because it's profitable for them, but morally it drives me nuts. The energy we seek and need may be
renewable in the future, but the planet is less so."
Alyssa Gondoli
"There is enough space, and sunlight to install multiple solar farms for energy in the state of Colorado. It's time
we start investing in a smarter, cleaner way to power this beautiful state."
Gerald Gonyea TN 37073-4677
"Why is the Forest Service even considering the destruction of our forests to permit mining more environmentpolluting coal? Stop this line of consideration NOW!"
David Gonzalez
"I beg and ask you today to PLEASE do not bulldoze this forest. We are at a crisis with climate change and this
will make matters worse for the future. Respect our planet because it's our only home. Thank you and I hope
you think about the future of this planet before you bulldoze this forest."
Rachel Gonzalez CA 92373-4458 "#N/A"
Ana Gonzalez CA 94501-2967
"Please preserve our forests. They take centuries to mature and are our natural heritage."
Joel Gonzalez NY 11706-3317
"Leave our national forests alone!"

William Gonzalez NY 10901-4289
"U.S. FOREST SERVICE: PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT....SAVE THE FORESTS FROM DEVELOPMENT
/DESTRUCTION..STOP COAL MINING ON ROADLESS FORESTS!"
Carol Gonzalez OR 97007-3458
"With the climate talks going on right now in Paris, with our world in peril if we don't shift our thinking on carbon
emissions, this is the wrong time to eradicate a precious carbon sink for corporate profit. The costs are entirely
too high. thank you for taking these comments into consideration and doing the right thing."
Jocelyn Gonzalez TX 78240-2990
"Please, stop helping thedestruction of our planet.Stop"
James Gooch
"I think it is awful that they would destroy our forests in that manner.."

Caroline Good CA 91423-4374
"We don't want or need more coal, we need clean renewable energy and our forest to stay unscarred by the
mining of any such dirty fossils."
Carolyn Good OR 97224-2104
"Coal mining is the antithesis of the critical offering our tress give with the all important ozone replenishment
they provide. Please leave our forests in tact as it is incredibly visible that your coal already contributes to the
death of the forests as seen all over SW Colorado at higher altitude; Wolf Creek Pass, Red Mountain Pass and
many other areas."
Andrea Good OR 97520-2680
"With today's fragile ecosystem coal needs to be discontinued. Please refrain from using our tax money to
allow the rape of our country's forests."
Albert Good TN 37830-4001
"to: US Forest Service Your charter is to properly manage our nation's forests. Building roads through
wilderness areas is usually a poor practice environmentally, even when there an appropriate goal; for example,
harvesting timber in an environmentally sound and renewable manner. Building a roadway in a pristine area
solely to provide access to coal is environmentally unsound for the forest, not to mention the area to be mined,
downgradient areas, and the U.S. and global environment when the coal is burned. Please protect our
environmental and economic interests by rejecting the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Pamela Goodall AZ 86440-9120
"We need to harness wind and solar. No more fossil fuels."
Rima Goode CA 94710-1415
"Save some trees and the environment for your great-grandchildren!"
Suzanne Goodelman NY 10011
"It's our job as human beings to protect the planet and all life on it. This means making sure the forests stay
pristine and undamaged. Too many have been destroyed already. Stop the greed."
Nicole Gooden NV 89148-1360
"After COP21 it is our responsibility to stop this kind degradation of our environment."
R Goodhart
"No more raping the earth and our forests for coal, tar sands oil etc....!!!! Don't you people get it? The time is
NOW to change our ways and attempt a sustainable future."
James Goodhart MA 01950-2435
"We need to protect our wilderness!"
Lesle Goodhart OH 45107-8443
"Honestly, how can anyone think that wrecking these pristine lands to bring more dirty energy and CO2 above
ground is a good idea? Short term, money is all thinking. PLEASE think longer term!"
Brandon Goodloe

TX 78704-1814
"Please make a smart decision 4 future generations. This planet is worth saving!"
Greg Goodmacher CA 92011-4848
"Mining for coal and burning coal are actions that are severely destructive to human health and damaging to
the ecology of the US."
Regina Goodman FL 33319-2838
"Please leave the forest pristine!"
Rosa Goodman IN 46041-7810

"We don't need any more coal, especially not from intact forests."
Glen Goodman NY 10128-3736
"We should not be decimating forests in the service of coal companies especially when coal is being phased
out in favor of cleaner energy sources that won't wreck the global climate."
Margaret Goodman PA 19342-1734
"We need trees more than we need more coal."
Mark Goodman TX 75248-2952
"Please protect our forest land."
Cathy Goodrich CA 91046-1002
"Stop destroying our habitat and turn to green sources of energy."
Jackie Goodrich NY 11238-3902
"The Forest Service should be safeguarding forests, not destroying them. It's clear that coal is on its way out as
a safe, energy-efficient fuel. Let's speed up the process and stop bulldozing pristine forests, destroying
resources far more valuable than coal."
Pamela Goodwin
"Please consider how dirty coal is for the process and the use of such old school energy sources. With all the
latest technology and inventions why are you still desecrated the earth to get to COAL?"
Lorraine Goodwin GA 30549-7642
"Look to the east Us for erosion treeless hillsides gone mixed trees that once grew southern states?!!!"
Peter Goodwin NH 03894-4904
"Why would you even consider allowing anyone to build roads through a roadless area much less a company
who will do permanent damage to this area and do great harm to the environment? The Forest Service needs
to stop abusing the forests under its control. Why when we are trying to discourage the use of coal, would you
re-open this loophole to encourage greater coal mining? It makes no sense."
Joyce Goodwin NY 10990-2303
"Destroynig our environment for the sake of profits needs to stop. There are many ways to make money, but
once our forests are gone, it would take centuries to replace them, if we are here that long."
Kathryn Goodwin

TX 78722-1203
"When most or all of our national lands are devoured by corporations what will the citizens have left. The job of
the Forest Service is to protect our forests."
Ronnett Goolsby GA 30079-1448
"Stoop and Save Output Forest Land ."
Shane Goranson SC 29646-2261
"NO NO NO! We need to preserve forests and reduce CO2 emissions. This idea is terrible for the environment
and as someone who enjoys clean air and nature I am opposed."
P Gorbert
NY 11726-4409
"Is their something going on in this country that we are going backward in time. I am totally against destroying
pristine land for coal how about alternative methods. Let move forward. Start following the money trail on these
people who are probably being paid off. Can we please leave something to the next generations we wont have
clean water clean air good non GMO foods. and trees for the future.
ENOUGH who is backing this coal deal the KOCHS with the way they pollute low income areas with the tar pits
etc."
Ronald Gordon
"the land cannot speak for itself; only people can speak in behalf of the land. Please listen to the words of the
people on this matter, and you listen to the land. It is is time we all begin to listen to the land, to the
environment, to the planet. We are more a part of our ecology than we have realized - we are realizing it now
and it's almost too late. Please, let this be the dividing line: stop here, now."
Marc Gordon CA 94087-4054
"Coal is the most carbon polluting form of energy that exists, and for that reason alone additional mines should
be prohibited. It makes no sense to damage roadless forests to extract coal, and thereby compound the coal's
terrible impact on the environment!"
Alan Gordon CA 93010-1023
"Do not reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that will make it possible for Arch Coal to reap profits
while adding 130 million tons of climate pollution to our atmosphere, causing up to $13 billion in damage to the
world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply too high."

Paula Gordon CA 95445-0404
"Do not destroy the forest for coal miniong profit!!!!!!! Such a practice is obsene. Let's do what we can to
prevent climate change. thanks"
P.J. Gordon GA 30143
"Stop this destruction and pollution NOW."
K Gordon
MA 02126-2811
"Coal is not a sustainable form of energy. The fact that trees and animals would have to be killed in the name
of profit is even more inexcusable. Profit is not the only thing we should live for and profit to benefit only a few
individuals at the expense at the rest of us should not even be considered. I am appalled that this is even an
option. Do not let Arch Coal destroy our planet and our future."

George Gordon MA 01742-4154
"leave the oil in the ground"
James Gordon NJ 07641-1412
"Please leave our arboreal forests alone to protect the habitats of all the lovely and important living, emotional
creatures."
Sherry Gordon NJ 07024-1921
"We must make stopping climate pollution a priority."
Ronald Gordon NM 87732
"This is the exact opposite direction that we as humans need to be going. The planet is in peril. It is our
responsibility to fix this for future generations"
Jessie Gordon OH 44022-1391
"More coal stripped from the earth so we can burn it and produce more carbonic the air, more pollution and
MORE injury to our climate? Really? Sleep well at night? Kids all over the world will not."
Marcia Gordon PA 19382-6346
"Please do not do anything to increase the speed of climate change the way this reopening the loophole would
cause. Every tree that would reduce carbon is necessary! Why not invest in renewable energy that won't
further pollute our only home?"
Dave Gordon WA 98116-4025
"With the huge, angry beast of climate change roaring at us more every day, why would we extract even more
coal from the ground? Especially from roadless forests? This makes on sense!"
Deborah Gordon-brown NY 12401-7867
"Most of the coal being mined in federally owned lands is being sold to China. There is no way citizens can
approve a way for Arch Coal to bulldoze thousands of acres of pristine forest. It would be sinful. a sin against
the land, the environment and the peoples of the earth."
Genevieve Gorjance CA 94530
"This proposal is absolutely unacceptable to me personally and as a member of the young generation growing
up to inherit a world devastated by industry and climate change. Please do not reopen this loophole - preserve
the sanctity of the forest, don't let Big Coal turn this beautiful place into an ATM. Arch Coal's proposed activities
would leave the land irreparably devastated and hasten climate change, as if it weren't already happening fast
enough."
Donna Gorman NV 89060-3717
"I do not want to see these pristine forests opened up to coal mining. Please do not allow this to happen. We
have cleaner alternatives for power."
Cherie Gorman TX 77098-5210
"Coal mines and forests do not belong together. Stop the mining!"
Scott Gorn

CT 06053-1350
"Oh my. In reality we need to be scaling BACK on coal, one of the dirtiest forms of energy we abuse. Retraining
should be the priority, for the men and women in the coal industry so that we may make a rapid transition to
solar, wind, and other renewable energy sources, that will also save the environment, including forest land; not
to mention the damage we are doing to air and water, and the acceleration of climate change. Ask the Arch
coal executives: What do they think THEIR kids and grandkids will be breathing, drinking, and yes eating?"
Rita Gorra
IL 60555-2918

"For some reason I thought the FOREST SERVICE protects FORESTS. I was unaware coal companies
subsidize the forest service."
Lois Gorrell
CA 92705-1501
"Coal is one of the most polluting sources of energy we use. We should do everything to STOP using coal, not
allowing greedy companies to destroy precious forests to mine more."
Richard Gorringe, Ph. D.
OR 97212-2747
"A loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule will make it possible for Arch Coal to reap profits while adding 130
million tons of climate pollution to our atmosphere, causing up to $13 billion in damage to the world's economy
and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply too high."
Sharon Goshe OH 44883-8610
"Less coal is he answer, plain and simple. It's time is past. Clean energy is in."
Stephanie Goss NC 27587-5783
"Our wildlenses areas must be preserved. Once they are destroyed you can never get them back."
Alice Goss
WA 98236-8623
"Bulldoze forests for Arch coal is the BLM crazy! No to more coal mining SAVE the forests!"
Bonnie Goss WA 98229-2624
"Please protect these forests not only for future generations BUT FOR THE OVERALL HEALTH of our
PLANET!!!! Before its TOOOOOOOOO late It's in your hands!"
Chris Gossard WA 98117-4832
"This is just insane - with temperatures rising, we can't continue to use coal as a fuel source. Please don't
reopen this loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Anni Gossmann IL 60069-3128
"I enjoy our National Forests like crazy whenever I can and destroying them for something we shouldn't be
using is just insane! We need to keep coal in the soil it was created & work on using what we have more
efficiently & getting alternative energies!"
Adrienne Gosssman
"Please do not allow coal mining in our National Forest. Please look into renewable forms of energy. Thank
youn"
Kevin J. Gosztonyi PA 18015-1666

"Destroying forests and wildlife habitat to extract coal to destroy the air and water world wide if freaking
insane!"
Henry And Alice Gosztyla OH 43081-9257
"We need to preserve the few pristine places that are left in nature. Please protect roadless forests from coal
mines."
Shannon Gotham CA 94941-4427
"Please stop this horrible destruction and pollution. This is thoughtless, greedy and makes me ashamed of our
country."
John Goto
VA 22046-2735
"I didn't notice but did our president inform the rest of the world at the recent climate change affair that we are
proposing to bulldoze through a forest to get to 170 million tons of coal? Apparently the Forest Service is an
autonomous outfit related to commercial interests rather than protecting forests. Protect our forests not
bulldoze them."
Chloe Gottlieb FL 32792-7629
"Don't let profits take priority over the future of humanity."
Elizabeth Gottlieb NY 10940-6784
"THIS IS BEYOND DISGUSTING.....YOUR JOB IS TO PRESERVE OUR LEGACY....DO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Phyllis Gottshall
"At this time when the focus is on reducing & eliminating the use of coal burning on our planet it makes no
sense to destroy trees that assist is cleaning the air to mine coal that will cause more air pollution.
Where is the rational thinking in this ?"
Lynne Gotz
MD 20603-5344
"This could add 130 million tons of carbon dioxide pollution into the atmosphere and cause as much as

$13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply
too high. Everything is not about making money, but all too often these days it seems to be. We need our
roadless areas & so does wildlife! Do not reopen this loophole!"
Deborah Gouge PA 15221-3221
"We need thousands of acres of forest far more than we need more coal. Leave the coal in the ground. Leave
the forest alone."
Rip Gough
TX 78738-6517
"This is really unbelievable, the entire world in participating in trying to figure out ways to reduce man's impact
on climate change and Arch Coal's contribution will be to further degrade our planet's climate? Please stop this
immediately!"
Colin Gould
CA 94404-3644
"We need to slow coal mining to reduce pollution and CO2 release, and saving forests (which TRAP CO2) is a
bonus here as well. Please close the loophole, while international leaders are in Paris right now."
Tressa Goulding WI 53177-1403

"How can it possibly make sense to destroy more wild lands in order to mine coal when one of the biggest
issues already on the table is how to cut back on damage from coal plants? And all so another company can
make more money. Please rethink this!"
Christine Gourley WA 98520-7805
"please protect our forests, they are so very necessary for helping preserve the health of our planet"
Kathy Govreau CA 92256-9419
"I am just sick over the raping of this country's forests. Enough is enough!"
Nancy Gowani CA 91396-2533
"We need to keep the forests for our children, grandchildren and the animals that live there. Please do not
destroy them. Thank you."
Tessa Gowans WA 98368-0129
"no bulldozing and ruining our forests! what happened to protecting our forests?"
Christine Grabar AZ 85353
"We should leave the forests alone. Colorado is such a beautiful state so why pollute it. Plus, humans should
leave those areas unspoiled so all wild animals can live out their lives in peace."
Hannah Grace
"Please do your best to restore our planet's health so that our children, grandchildren and great great greats,
will have a safe, healthy, nurturing planet to thrive in. Please do not allow CO Forest Service to reopen a
loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that would allow bulldozing of thousands of acres or pristine forest and
endanger not only the wildlife in that area, but all of us as more coal is mined."
Harry Grace
NY 14214-1018
"Coal generated power is diminishing globally. There is no need for this expansion."
Paulette Grace UT 84532-9608
"This action would have a double whammy effect of 1) not leaving dirty fossil fuels in the ground and 2)
removing carbon scrubbing forest. We need more renewable energy development and investment and to
preserve existing forest as well as to aggressively plant new trees. Thanks."
David Gracia OR 97838-2649
"The scars in the aftermath are bad enough, let alone losing the best source of oxygen we have left to combat
global warming"
Debra Grady NC 28513-7539
"Coal is a MAJOR source of pollution. Forests help CLEAN the air of pollution. The Forest Service is
responsible for SAVING FOREST, NOT DESTROYING THEM. The Forest Service should be HELD
ACCOUNTABLE for any and ALL DAMAGES that occur if they allow Arch Coal to bulldoze the Colorado
forest."
Cathleen Graf OH 44107-1240
"Allowing coal mining in a roadless forest would be a lose-lose action. It would cause both direct and indirect
destruction of natural habitat and the environment. Please reject any loophole that would allow

this to happen."

Karen Grafel
"If we all do Our small part to save Our Earth, Our future generations will have a planet worth living on. Let's All
do Our part - Please stop bulldozing Our forests."
Jennifer Graff OR 97210-3653
"Please stop destroying our forests!"
John Graff
PA 19540-1907
"Think!"
Mary Ann And Frank Graffagnino AZ 85747-5171
"PLEASE TAKE THE RIGHT, FAIR, JUST, HUMANE AND HEALTHY ACTION AND STOP COAL MINING ON
ROADLESS FORESTS."
Edward Graham
"Time to leave the coal in the ground."
James Graham AK 99709-6287
"There is little enough forest land left in a pristine state in the lower 48 states! Why destroy any more just so
some big company can line their pockets? Don't destroy habitat for Arch Coal!"
Karen Graham CA 92382-2250
"Coal mining is environmentally hazardous. It should not be allowed in forests."
Barbara Graham CA 92110-1555
"Yeah, let's just bulldoze the remaining untouched forests. Forest Service? What a joke."
Jennifer Graham FL 33919-3444
"It isn't the job of the government to make companies rich, and ruin our environment. Government should be
protecting our natural resources and our health. No loophole!"
Thomas Graham FL 32920-5090
"Seriously, it is time to phase out the old and usher in the new (cleaner) energy sources."
Juie Graham KY 40222-4468
"PLEASE don't tear up our beautiful forest! There are so few places left anymore that are untouched. Figure
out another way to mine coal, folks!"
Linda Ohlson Graham MA 02657-0245
"Earth's atmosphere needs our Mindfulness."
Daniel Graham NC 27517-8849
"Coal mining is dirty, and burning it is just as bad. Coal Industry workers need green jobs to provide for
themselves and their families. We should not just throw them out on the UE line while we transitions away from
coal."
Denice Graham TX 78727-3015

"Stop the loophole from being reopened. Allowing Arch Coal to destroy our forest for their own profit would be a
horrible crime. They don't care about our planet just their bottom line. Our planet has enough problems with
climate change and pollution to allow this to take place. This loophole needs to be closed forever!"
Gary Graham WV 25962-0672
"Coal is a dirty and dying technology, and this would damage the environment in two ways for something we
should be moving away from."
Joyce Graney PA 19342-3372
"Stop all coal mining today. God created clea energy Stop coal mining today. God gave us resources for clean
energy. Let's seek out clean energy."
Cici Granstedt-hallberg AZ 86322-1385
"We do not need to destroy trees to mine coal. Stay out of the unpaved areas."
Jan Grant
"I have been reading about the consequences of bulldozing through pristine forests for coal mining. The
devastation of forests have devastating results. We have suffered from the economy's downturn and are
unable to contribute at this time. Thank you for your action."
Susan Grant FL 33411
"The world is destroying its wild places. The U.S. needs to be responsible to future generations to keep wild
what is wild. We need to stand up to corporations whose only interest is profit. Please."
Martin Grant IL 60610-1349
"It is not necessary or appropriate that you allow one company to destroy such a pristine environment when
what is being sought after is profits at the detriment of a quality future for many.. Cold mining is dying and
needs to be allow to die.. The cost and dmage for the environment is way out of proportion to the

benefits.financially and otherwise."
Cathleen Grant MA 02767-1734
"Our forests are precious and necessary to our survival, and Cole is the worst polluter ever, so on both counts
this destruction of these for us should stop for all of our well-being, including the owners of the coal
companies."
David Grant
NC 28036-1598
"Short term, greed based instant gratification causes long term hut to all of us and to future generations. First in
the destruction of large scale habitat removal and second in the climate altering effects both in the actual
carbon harvesting methods and in the end use processes they feed. Please try to think in the long term and act
responsibly!"
Charlene Grant NY 12020-4364
"Coal is over! Our forests take centuries."
Tiffany Grant TX 77077-4937
"Leave our forests alone. We need to move to renewable energy sources."
Fiona Grant-endsley

CA 95503-6354
"The health & beauty of our land is worth much more than anything we could ever extract from it!"
Barbara Graper CA 93465-0982
"This is a destructive idea--all to benefit one corporation! Please do not allow any bypass of the Colorado
Roadless Rule."
Joy Grate OR 97045
"No more! Mining is one of the destructive practices employed in the world. When the earth collapses into itself
it will be too late. When you have removed enough plant life to eliminate our sources of oxygen, it will be too
late. When all the water necessary for life has been polluted, it will be too late. Stop the madness now, today,
or our tomorrows will be counted in only a few years."
Walter Graue FL 32401-2336
"We've had enough of rhe partmership in greed between obsolete coal and our politicians. Both must go!"
Royal Graves CT 06109-3756
"Please protect the Colorado forests. Coal is a dinosaur in the energy world, save the air for those still
breathing."
Helen Graves NY 10024-4042
"This mine is not needed & would be immensely destructive - and ultimately immensely expensive. Please do
not allow Arch Coal into Colorado's forests."
Lisa Graves UT 84098
"this raping of our land has to stop-is the almighty dollar all that matters to you people? It's sick."
Andrew Gray
"Protect the wilderness areas."
Natalie Gray
"The forest is a living thing!"
Walt Gray
AZ 85035-3339
"Keep dirty fuels in the ground. Climate change has advanced too far already."
Tracy Gray
CA 95821-5833
"#N/A"
Jayne Gray
CA 92637-2426
"It is your job to protect our forests, not sell it off to the highest bidder. This loop hole needs to be closed for
good. The health of our planet depends on people like you to stop corporate greed from sucking the land dry,
pollute the air & water in order to get the biggest profit while it lasts. Then what?"
Mikaela Gray FL 34691-5440
"Please don't allow our forests to be destroyed!! This is our legacy to share with generations to come"
Kristin Gray
MA 02476-4784

"We need to protect our lands, not give in to greedy corporations!"
Karen Gray
NJ 08854-4832
"STOP KILLING OUR PLANET ITS THE ONLY ONE WE CAN LIVE ON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Paul Gray
OK 74127-7743
"A Roadless wilderness with roads? Not acceptable! Not what we thought we had won through hard- fought
court battles in the 70's and 80's. And now we are at the Paris climate talks right now seeking to reduce the
US's carbon footprint, and at the same time, the U.S.Forest Service is considering allowing methane-spewing
operations to occur with ensuing coal extraction? What madness is this! And what hypocrisy we would be
showing to the world! Keep coal in the ground."
William Gray OR 97523
"To quote from Senator Jeff Merkeley from Oregon, "The science is clear: to avoid catastrophic, irreversible
climate change, we need to keep 80 percent of known coal, oil, and gas in the ground -- not burning it and
sending that carbon into the atmosphere." My sentiments exactly. The earth and its human and other
inhabitants simply cannot afford to extract and burn this stuff. And roadless forests should remain roadless, for
the benefit of the PEOPLE, not the corporations."
Penny Gray
PA 19030-3513
"We have only one home, we have to protect it!"
Alice Gray
WA 98366-0797
"No Arch Coal in our National Forests!!!!"
Pamela Gray WA 98368-7701
"Why would you allow a wealthy but damaging, anachronistic corporation raze an extensive carbon
sequestration area to dump 130 million tons of particulate pollution and Co2 emissions to our rapidly
deteriorating atmosphere? This seems like a plot only suicidal terrorists would hatch. Hello? Is anyone driving
this agency? Aren't you also in charge of maintaining the critical biodiversity of flora and fauna in our forests,
and protect public lands from erosion, floods, mudslides etc. etc. etc.? And who would burn this dirty fuel, the
Chinese? Is corporate profit your only criterion when making decisions about the peoples' property? Have yet
undiscovered or endangered species will such a fiasco destroy?"
Emma Greek
"really? More forests gone????"
Dudley Greeley ME 04021-3129
"Strip Mining for coal in the valley I grew up in near Harlan, Kentucky has left this area an impoverished, Kudzu
covered, social and ecological disaster. Today we have lower total cost options to power our communities. It's
time to stop mining coal. As a beginning to this end, we should certainly stop all direct and indirect support for
coal mining and stop mining coal in roadless forests."
Melinda Green CA 94123-1956
"Keep coal in the ground and at least don't spoil forests to get it."
Harry Green CA 92506-4555
"Mining coal has no place in the 21st Century."

Michael Green CA 95407-4540
"The wilderness is our heritage. The crooked, corrupt Forest Service is selling us out again."
Ellie Green
CA 95437-1163
"The world is moving away from fossil fuels anyway. Do NOT destroy pristine spaces to get your last penny! I'm
sure you'd like to PAVE THE PLANET, to make things easy to continue your GREED! It is NOT HAPPENING."
June Green
CA 94002-1812
"We need our forests. Without them we won't have oxygen to breath. We don't need more coal. We need more
Wind & Solar Energy. And, Arch Coal does not need more money money money at our expense."
Rhonda Green CA 90212-1100
"You need to get out of the dark ages and stop destroying everything in the environment and wildlife just to line
the pockets of greedy coal companies. Humans need a clean environment to survive also.
Renewable energy is the only clean way, it will also create many more jobs into the future instead of dirty coal
mining."

Ian Green
CT 06117-1925
"Let's focus on green energy instead. Everybody wins."
James Green FL 32218-4046
"Please don't big coal hurt our environment in this way"
Joanne Green IN 46227-7988
"There is no upside if you take this action. Natural habitat for bears. Lynx And other animals will be reduced
and destroyed forever so the company can make money from the sale of coal which will damage air quality.
Allowing this activity is another step toward making the earth uninhabitable. Why break something that will
never be repaired?"
Carol Green
MN 55418-3936
"We need to protect the future of the planet for our children and grandchildren."
Dorie Green MT 59718-6313
"I am sick at the thought that the Forest Service would allow Arch Coal, producers of the dirtiest energy we use,
to destroy the most beautiful wild places we have to visit. This is simply despicable! Please keep the Colorado
Roadless Rule in place!"
Mary Green
NC 28677-5217
"Please protect wild roadless forest in Colorado. Please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze this land, pollute to
our atmosphere, and destroy habitat for wild creatures."
Meredith Green NC 28205-7817
"We need to leave coal in the ground and protect our wilderness!"
Norman L Green

NY 11432-3960
"We must, always, be aware of our Earth."
Stacy Green OR 97214-2653
"Keeping fossil fuel in the ground is critical to halting the devastating effects of climate change. Please stop
putting corporate profits over our global health and economy."
James Green TX 77406-5283
"These lands are held in public trust, and should be protected against coal mining."
Ana Laurel Green VT 05143-8783
"In my opinion, mining, processing shipping and burning coal is a crime against humanity and the source of all
life, out planet. I say "No" to creating access to more coal mining."
Meridian Green WA 98664-2707
"We must keep forest land intact and roadless and keep coal in the ground. Our planet and our lives depend on
the Forest Service truly serving forests."
Macbryan Green Md TN 37604-7312
"I tend to be prejudiced in favor of the USFS, because of the good land stewardship and wonderful outdoor
opportunities made available to me by the USFS here in TN and NC. >> Because of decreased demand for
coal, CSX Railroad has this year shut down its Clinchfield RR from Kentucky to South Carolina. The Clinchfield
transported a huge coal train every two hours just a few years ago. I understand that there are similar situations
elsewhere; in light of which, WHY would the USFS allow Arch Coal to destroy intact Colorado lands to get at
coal, now?? Kentucky and WV are already notorious for their toxic, ugly coal regions. Please do NOT allow
Colorado to join that ignominious list. Forest Service lands in both the East AND West are best used for
wildlife, carbon-capture, watersheds, exercise, recreation/inspiration, etc. Please put the brakes on all fossil
fuel extraction. Please rebuff Arch Coal and all similar proposals.
Please."
Andrew Greenberg
"Please preserve what is left of our wilderness areas. Your cooperation is much appreciated!"
Corinne Greenberg CA 94707-1602
"do not allow coal roads, or any roads in this pristine area..wild lands are meant to be wild...."
Janice Greenberg CA 94705-1826
"STOP destruction of my forest, an American citizen"
Joyce Greenberg NY 12441-0238
"Arch Coal has no right to destroy our pristine forests to benefit their corporate bottom line. Fossil fuels damage
our environment, pollute air and water and harm the health of all living creatures."

E.robert Greenberg WA 98110
"Please keep our forests pristine and our energy sustainable."
Rebecca Greenblatt NY 13214-2110
"No new coal mines! It's time to transition."

Katie Greene CA 92113-1655
"Please protect our planet from companies that put greedy profits before common sense. Keep our planet
clean. No loopholes. Thank you."
Donna Greene FL 33021-6060
"Please keep the loophole closed."
Sylvia Greene MA 01742-4935
"This is 170 million tons of coal that needs to stay in the ground where it belongs, leaving the beautiful trees of
the Colorado forest to do their job, namely removing carbon dioxide from the air. The 130 million tons of
climate pollution that burning this coal would release is unconscionable. Coal plants are closing all over the
country, and many major religious and educational institutions and foundations are divesting from holdings in
coal, realizing the damage it is doing to our children's future. Please do not let Arch Coal take advantage of a
loophole to mine in this pristine forest that should be preserved as is."
David Greene PA 15642-1239
"It is time to stop destroying the few remaining wild lands on this earth. It will not well serve our future health as
a species, and the loss of all that beauty is a disgrace."
Ellen Greene-o'connor RI 02885-3123
"There are so few roadless places left in the country. Every bit of what we can preserve needs to be preserved.
No community ever regrets preserving nature. -EVER"
Carol Greener CA 95747-6047
"If we are serious about reducing greenhouse gas emissions then we need to stop the production of them
now."
David Greenfield OH 45215-4108
"To destroy forests to increase our use of fossil fuels in horrible on both ends."
Diana Greenhalgh WV 26411-6239
"STOP Dirty Coal!"
Martin Greenhut NC 28753-0031
"Leave the coal in the ground. Leave the wilderness for our grandchildren."
Dale Greenley OR 97457-8644
"We need more dirty coal like we need another hole in our heads. If the Forest Service allows Arch to destroy
thousands of acres of a beautiful roadless area, Then they must have a hole in their head through which their
brains flowed out onto the ground."
Sally Greensill
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze pristine forest in Colorado in order to mine coal. They will garner a
huge profit while the climate, the public, and wild animals suffer."
Lumina Greenway RI 02879-8261
"Coal needs to be phased out. No roads should be built in roadless areas!"

David Greenwood AZ 85201-4927
"I demand that you cease and desist aiding Arch Coal to subvert the spirit and intent of the CFRs to their own
ends in total disregard for the people's dictate to protect threatened forest resources, a duty that your
department is failing in if you enact this terribly misguided plan!"
Holly Windsong Greenwood CA 95816-3940
"The Forest Service should always protect the lands it holds in public trust. These lands are reserved for future
generations, not for short-term uses. Act in accord with the temper of the times: Do not allow mining and any of
its attendant industrial enterprises, including road-building in Colorado forests."
Karin Greenwood CA 92549-0540
"We only have what we have and once it is destroyed we don't have it anymore. Please do not allow this to
happen. It is your duty to preserve the wilderness. This is your chance to keep it from destruction."
Anne Greenwood TX 78613-6910
"Coal is nasty. Let's ignore new technology and show how stupid we really are...bring on BLACK COAL!
NOT!!!"
Phaedra Greenwood Levy NM 87513-0388

"Let's leave something for the animals, some refuge from the humans. And the coal in the ground! We have to
breathe this polluted air, and so do our children."
Helen Greer AZ 85705-1465
"Burning coal is ruining the climate, don't let a National Forest be turned into a wasteland in the name of getting
more coal to burn."
Robert Greer OH 45840
"The coal industry is already being allowed to use open pit and mountain top clearing to maximize profits. Why
would the Forest Service also allow these company's to continue in destroying our natural wild lands and wild
life. Allowing the stripping of our natural resources while our President is promoting the United States
leadership in action on climate change worldwide, does not show a very strong commitment to world leaders in
the climate talks in Paris."
Joan Gregerson
"Please tgink of future generations."
Tresham Gregg AK 99827-0776
"With the world climate situation quickly becoming a world crisis as temperatures and sea levels rise, droughts,
floods, huge storms increasingly take a huge toll of our communities, and as our air becomes more difficult to
breathe, is it in any of our best interests to continue that approach? Don't make it any worse by allowing this
Colorado coal mining to go forward."
Brandon Gregg CA 94010-7516
"We do NOT want more dirty coal, especially when pristine forests and the wildlife it supports would be
damaged forever."
Louise Gregg MD 21239-2554

"What is not understood about "thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest"? P lease save it for all of us to
enjoy and pass on to our kids' kids."
Paul Gregg
WI 54165-9106
"This callous disregard for the destruction of the environment is true to form. Arch coal aims to make big profits
without a damn for anything else. While hastening destruction of the last remaining wild areas, as well as
destroying the very air that all of us must breathe seems to be just right in their view."
Danielle Gregorio CA 93940-1508
"Please, do not let Arch Coal reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all
at the expense of wild, roadless forest! The 19,000 acres of this forest are habitat for black bear and elk,
goshawk, lynx, trout and many more. We need to protect this pristine land and not allow 65 miles of road to be
bulldozed across it! Thank you."
Cherry Gregory
"This is old thinking, old ways, old science. It must stop! Now that we know the harm we have caused we
MUST NOT continue to cause it."
Denise Gregory CA 94066-3853
"Please do not allow destruction of pristine habitat, for any reason, and especially NOT for the environmentally
damaging product called coal. Thank you!"
Steven Gregory WA 98802-5813
"Stop destroying the planet to make a few people wealthy."
Gregory B. Gregory WI 53205-2406
"You should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our
atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Wright Gregson MA 02125-1450
"trash the Earth and we will still not have had enough of what ever we are trashing the earth for."
Laurey Greider CA 94903-3610
"This is unthinkable that you would allow this horror to continue in our pristine national refuges."
Michael Greiner OH 43230-4390
"Please, think of the children"
Carol Greitner MD 21043-4718
"We need to focus on renewable energy such as solar and wind, and stop using fossil fuels."
Andrew Greller NY 11791-4112
"Forests supply oxygen, stabilize soil, provide habitat, and do so many other things to help us. Coal is the
filthiest of fossil fuels and burning it is destroying our ability to live on the Earth. This should be an easy
choice."

Tatjana Grenewitz CA 90029-3712
"Please work with Earthjustice to keep wild forests just that - wild. I want to have my grandchildren be

able to enjoy dense ROADLESS forests! Please, please do not allow the greed of just one company destroy
our common forests! Thank you, T. Grenewitz"
Ronald Grenko NM 87110-2125
"If their is a need for coal let them dig up the campus of the Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs. I believe
the campus was build over a large coal deposit. Since the era of manned aircraft is coming to an end there is
no longer a need for the Air Force Academy. Any pilots that are needed can be trained from the enlisted ranks.
This will not only save money spent on the academy, but will reduce the bloated officer ranks."
Lesley Gresham TX 78620-3123
"Please stop destroying what's left of our forests. Our wildlife need a habitat and we need the trees to help
clean our air."
Jenny Gresko Schevers IL 60184-2324
"We don't need this coal. We need the ecosystem far more. Leave it in the ground!"
Shawn Grgurich CA 90068-3036
"We are moving towards eliminating fossil fuels, why in the world do you allow this nonsense to keep going?
Are the voices of the people by the millions around the world not good enough for change to happen now?"
Linda Griesi
AZ 85705-3217
"Absolute madness!"
David Griess TX 78239-2411
"Please keep fossil fuels in the earth and redouble efforts in advancing renewable energies. The coal isn't
going anywhere. By my perspective, the main impetus to extract it now is the short sighted goal of improving
profit margins, in which only a handful of people receive meaningful benefit."
Sharon Griffen CA 95127-1029
"We need healthy forests and wild lands to help us combat climate change, while coal mining will only
exacerbate climate change!"
David Griffin FL 33304-3206
"It's time to STOP! Please do the right thing."
Edith Griffin MA 01450
"I beg you not to permit Arch Coal to bulldoze in roadless forest areas in Colorado, to mine coal. It's a total
LOSER of a proposition, both from the point of view of destroying wilderness AND from the point of view of
continuing our dependence on dirty energy. Don't do it. It is a completely terrible idea."
Mark Griffin MA 01969-2477
"Our forests should be for lumber, not coal mining!!!!!"
Leland Griffin NY 14886-9762
"One more nail in Mankinds' Coffin...All for profit."

Monika Griffin TX 78130-3346
"Let us consider the planet first to protect our future generations"
Nancy R. Griffith CA 95819
"Our Forests are national treasures and lungs that help ameliorate global warming."
John Griffith CA 93003-1508
"The pollution, wild animals displaced plus the ruining of forest. We just need to get by without coal"
Eric Griffith
GA 30601-1951
"Please protect our vitally important forests from the destructive impacts of coal mining operations."
David Griffith OR 97236-2000
"Roadless forests need to be protected at all cost and should not be opened up to mining or any other
destructive action that would jeopardize it's pristine state. All resources are finite and when our roadless
wilderness's are gone then they are gone forever they are not a renewable resource. Say NO to the intrusion
and destruction of one of our most precious resources, say NO to mining and deforestation of our roadless
areas . . ."
Kelsey Griffith TN 37209-1738
"Save the trees!!!!! These are fragile ecosystems that need care."
Gloria Griffith TX 75159-1748

"IT's 2015, coal is out. Wind, solar and hydro are here to stay. Ass-holes, the next petition will be about bribery
by lobbyist and those they bribe. Can you say prison?"
Elissa Griffith-johnson MA 01002-3677
"Help the environment leave the coal in the ground!"
William Griffiths NY 12534-2415
"Come on - stop this coal mining - enough already"
Susan Griggs WA 98801-1929
"Thank you for reading my letter. I think it is very important for us to maintain our forests. Trees have a valuable
place in our Eco- system due to their role in converting carbon dioxide into oxygen, drawing in moisture to
produce more precipitation, and providing the greater diversity in the animals who can exist. Please don't allow
a dirty industry such as coal mining pollute our forests. Thank you."
Cindy Grigsby IN 47042-9153
"We need to have BALANCE here, people. You can't keep raping our earth for financial gain. Some areas need
to be left alone- Money and happiness do not end on the same road!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Sabrina Grigsby TN 37777-3631
"I'm from Hazard county Kentucky,and coal mining destroyed our water supplies. Made our creeks almost
flammable,and obliterated some of the most beautiful mountains no one will ever see again! Stop the
devastation now before the greed destroys another natural place. Wind or solar power would

be the smart choices. Thank you for your time."
Eric Grimm
"Bull dozing forests to burn coal is double blow to the environment, global climate change, and mankind in
general!"
Russell Grindle CA 94533-3620
"Is Arch Coal going to restore the habitat it removes for coal mining? No. Deny any permits."
Sharon Grischenko MA 02151-3548
"The world needs less pollution!! Don't make roads through perfect habitats and ecosystems. Leave the
unpolluted and perfect, as it is. Turn your concerns to solar and wind, then I will be behind your company!"
Judith Grisel PA 17837-2005
"Let's live in the solution rather than the problem."
Milt Grishman MS 39530-3324
"Please don't bulldoze our roadless national forests for more dirty coal!"
Jennifer Griskevicius
"Please preserve America's forest and prevent the huge pollution impact to our atmosphere that would result
from this mining. Please do not allow this mining of roadless forest! Thank you"
Toni Grmon
GA 30534-5732
"YOU PEOPLE HAVE LOST YOUR MINDS......YOU WORK FOR US REMEMBER ???"
Nancy Grobe TX 78749-1861
"We know what we need to do to combat climate change: stop enabling destructive technologies such as coal
and invest in renewable energy. If not now, when?"
Barbara Groeben
"We don't need coal mining. We need more trees and renewable energy sources such as solar and wind."
Tim Groeger NY 14221-1971
"The health of our people and our precious planet is more important than the profits of a big, wealthy, amoral
coal company."
Paul Groh
FL 32563-7014
"First and foremost stand up for the taxpaying constituency! DO NOT BE a finger puppet or lackey for big
business, PERIOD!! Do the right thing for the people and environment!!!"
Elizabeth Groscost UT 84117-6986
"Close the loophole and any legal back doors to re-access this shameful rule."
Steve Gross
CA 91941-7061
"Let's leave our pristine roadless forests for all of us, now and in the future. We help ourselves, protect the
environment in which we all live, and share as we must our earth with others."
Chris Gross

CA 95355-3924
"NO more roads!"
Kurt Gross
CA 92176-6898
"We're almost out of forest... leave the last remaining intact. Do you people have to destroy EVERYTHING, just
so you can make a profit?"
Cheryl Gross FL 34232-4962
"The project's double impact of increased coal use and tree destruction flies in the face of efforts to address
climate change."
Mike Gross
GA 30450-4711
"No more coal."
David Gross
IL 62274-3500
"I'm from southern Illinois and well acquainted with Arch Coal. Take a look at what they left us with here.
Thousands of acres of strip-hills and very little to help our economy. They're no good."
Alan Gross
NJ 08873-2317
"Enough fossil fuel. Invest in renewable sources of energy!"
David Gross
NJ 07751-1443
"we don't need any more dirty coal. renewals is the future."
Elisabeth Gross OR 97217-3340
"We know coal is a poor option for energy. Its super dirty to burn and to extract from the earth. be smart and
reject this bill"
Samuel Grossinger NC 27712-2564
"It is time to stop subsidizing private profit at the expense of our, and our descendant's, environment. Do not
reopen the mining loophole, it is neither needed nor prudent to destroy pristine wildlands for short term profit."
Mark Grossman CA 94301-4004
"Protect pristine forest from the ravages of one dirty coal company."
Bonnie Grossman CA 94945-2399
"This loophole to bulldoze roads through forests is a dangerous precedent for our wild lands. It CANNOT
happen!"
Harald Grote NC 28790
"Please, stop up to 65 miles of road from being bulldozed across 19,000 acres of roadless forest, degrading
habitat for black bear and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout...all to benefit one corporation. Sincerely Harald Grote"
Janet Grote
PA 18428-8255
"We need to put an end to coal mining in all public land...especially in our treasured, pristine forests.

Coal operations are polluting the environment, destroying natural areas, and contribute to devastating climate
change. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!"
Arthur Groten NY 12603-4205
"Our parks were established to protect the American wilderness and give Americans a chance to visit it. Mining
in our forests is completely antithetical to these purposes."
Barbara Grove TX 78741-3221
"Please stop this senseless travesty!"
Richard Grover NY 13617-1405
"Please stand tall and protect these public forest lands from mining exploitation."
Geraldine Grover OR 97201-5422
"I oppose the forest service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Valerie Gruhot TN 37650-0392
"Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is & reject the coal mining loophole."
Arthur (r.d.) Grunbaum WA 98520-9516
"We must wake up, before we no longer can survive. No further permits, no further extraction. We must end
fossil fuelishness."
Jill Grundfest NY 13439-4723

"I think it is appalling that the Forest Service is even considering allowing our national forests to be decimated
by a coal company. Forests are our heritage, they are essential for wildlife, and the Loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule should be permanently closed!"
Margaret Grunwell VA 24503-2614
"The National Forests are suppose to be the legacy of not only the government but the people of our country
towards our future population. As our wooded areas are shrinking this outposts to the natural history of the
different locations across our country are under attack. Mining, timber, fracking (a form of mining but they try to
hide it in this term) industries are promising one things and not delivering on another. They don't tell about the
destruction they cause not only to the woodland areas but to the wildlife, the pollution that always manages to
get loose into the environment making the destruction even worse and instances near waterways poisoning
that water and killing any life it had supported. This is suppose to be for all the American people to share not a
company to gain profit from."
Andrea Gruszecki IL 60174-1116
"There is absolutely NO reason to assault the environment and destroy pristine forest environs for some coal."
Linda Grybowski CA 93108-2220
"This has got to stop NOW! Please. There are other fuel sources that do not cause this level of damage."
Ken Grzesiak WI 54482-8736
"Coal is a dying industry. Let it go, or are you crud bought and paid for??? Member: Veterans Against

Republicans!!"
Trish Guajardo
"Please save our forests from this catastrophe. We should be looking for fuel alternatives, like solar or wind
power. Let's work together to solve this and keep our forests as just forest."
Mary Guaraldi AZ 86004-9205
"Do not allow these people to destroy the land and harm future generations by contributing to climate change!
You are here to protect us not harm us!"
Rachel Guarino NY 10941-3629
"Please protect our forests!"
Laura Guarnieri OK 74104-2622
"Please preserve our forests and the native animals that inhabit them. Please don't turn this area of the country
into abandoned wastelands. We need to preserve our national treasures. Think of the future of our children and
grandchildren!"
Mary Guay
FL 34112-8127
"The carbon in the ground in the form of coal must stay in the ground."
Ralph Guay
MT 59601-5216
"Please keep the mining out of our Forests. I'm from Butte, Montana and know what mining devastation is all
about."
Joseph Gubernick
"our forests are a treasure that belongs to all of us, you have no right to give them away"
Natasha Gubert CA 94605-4522
"we need to move out of coal. But even more, we need to preserve our forests. No more leases for degrading
our national public lands should be granted! For any extractive corporate industry, whether lumber, mining, or
water extraction."
Tim Gudukas FL 32127-2209
"We now have the technological capabilities and the working knowledge to truly transition to a more modern,
much cleaner and healthier plan to provide energy to our human populations that is much, much less harmful to
the environment. There should be no doubts, it is Earth and its entire collective natural system that has
provided life the ability to exist and flourish. Yet, we continue down a path foolishness that results in the
continued mass destruction of natural areas and the continued, relatively unabated burning of fossil fuels
resulting in the poisoning of the air and water which is so vital and necessary for life. There is no acceptable
excuse that is sufficient to support the destruction of the very system that provides life in the first place. There
is no excuse; we are to blame and we are responsible."
Maxine Forster Guenther NJ 07701
"Think of the generations beyond ourselves. It is critical to preserve wild open space. Do not destroy for coal
production."
Jolene Guerrieri CA 92069-1114

"Thank you for doing the right thing. God bless."

Karen Guilliams FL 34983-3226
"Quit ruining every sq. mile of forests, land ..pristine land.Coal is on it's way out. Your coal corp. NEVER turn
the land back as it was, you leave gaping holes, clearcut forests and poisonous water then go out of business
so you don't have to pay for your crimes. Shame on you"
Mary A Guinger HI 96744-2758
"Coal destroys our forests and our lungs."
Diane Gulbenkian NJ 07735-1916
"Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. Reject the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless
Rule. Mining coal will add to pollution and cause damage to our already fragile environment."
Ronald Gulla PA 15317-4834
"The coal industry has destroyed and polluted for to long. It is time to grab the bull by the horns and stop them."
Geralyn Gulseth CA 94502-6701
"right now, on the heels of an international conference on global warming, it is counterproductive to allow coal
mining in a pristine forest. Please protect the little bit of nature we have left."
Sherry Gumberg FL 33020-5533
"Coal is dirty and polluting. Itshould be phased out."
Thomas Gump NM 87507-2789
"Do not ruin this beautiful land. Keep the coal in the ground and start investing in renewables."
Cathy Gumtow-farrior OR 97754-8584
"What is it that the FS doesn't get about stewarding the lands of the people who pay their salaries? If they
really think they can get away with such a outlandish, illegal and climate killing move without our brick wall in
the way, they are nuts! Start working for the people and not the corps and filthy politicians! We will have it no
other way- I promise!"
William Gunderson NY 10974-1705
"Dear U.S. Forest Service, Seriously...if you don't mind the whole planet turning into a smog haven like Beijing,
then you can allow all the coal mining that you could ever dream of. If nobody cares anymore, like many
Americans apparently, then you could go through with further plans and help to lead us down the path to a
much bigger disaster still to come. Thank you and have a lovely day"
Bob Gunn
CA 93103-2105
"No more coal mining period. This country---and the world---can't handle it. We're dying from fossil fuels."
Brian Gunn
WA 98002-7086
"Regulations and rules are put in place to keep our communities and families safe. Allowing fossil fuel
companies to circumvent these rules and regulations just to make a profit endangers human health and puts
our communities at risk. Forests take polluting carbon out of the atmosphere, so we should be

planting more trees, not bulldozing what we have. The reckless drilling planned would not only result in more
dirty fossil fuels being burned, but tons of dangerous methane gas would also be released.
Methane is even more deadly than CO2 since it traps more heat and destabilizes our climate. We have a duty
to protect future generations; retaining the Colorado Roadless Rule is the best way to ensure that our
grandchildren inherit a safe place to live, work, and raise a family."
Martha Gunnarson MA 01540-2472
"No. No. No. Keep the coal in the ground. Keep the forests intact. It is time to move forward away from coal
and oil."
Dave Gupta
MI 48864-5965
"I appreciate your attention to this serious matter."
Jessica Gurevitch NY 11777-1913
"Allowing coal mining and road construction on these remaining roadless areas is unconscionable and a really
short-sighted policy decision. Please do not allow this to go through."
Barbara Guss CA 92130
"Please do not destroy what is left of our planet, for your profits..."
Robert T. Gustafson CA 91950-2053
"Keep coal in the ground! It's the prime contributor to world climate problems, whether burned here or abroad

by other importers from the United States."
Marcy Gustafson IL 60646
"If Arch Coal is allowed to do this, there will be a major campaign at many universities to dig up all the dirt on
them and gentrified graffiti about how not 21st century will cut to the quick of their executives."
Marcy Gustafson IL 60646-6007
"When this next university class graduates, you will see how these young people will fight you on this issue.
Time for a change: you've done more than your share of polluting. Every person in your company has the same
responsibility and guilt (if they are still capable of that emotion}."
Chester Gustafson MN 55340-9651
"We need more coal and less polluted air?"
J M Gustafson WA 98037-4243
"Please stop the destruction of our forests. They are essential for renewal of water resources as well as being
critical for preventing devastating floods. It is also time to support renewable energy sources...be a leader.
Thank you."
Paul Gutelius
"The Paris Agreement of almost 200 countries set ambitious goals to protect the air we need to breathe. "1.5 to
stay alive." Coal is a major contributor to the problem. If we cannot stop coal mining completely (and we
should) at least we should not kill our wild areas just to facilitate our own suicide. Christiana Figueres said it
best:"I am often asked what keeps me up at night. Here is what keeps me up. I see seven sets of eyes of
seven generations beyond me asking me, "What did you do? What did you do?" The same question will be
asked of each of you.""

Lester Guthrie MD 20906-5002
"Please protect our Earth! Namaste"
Nancy Gutierrez CA 92260-4910
"Don't allow Arch Coal to destroy Colorado forests. The health of the forests should trump the profit of a few
people."
Abril Gutierrez CA 91902-2923
"protect the earth & give back more than you take"
Edward Gutierrez FL 33603
"Besides the other important issues presented, there is just so much coal on the earth that can be harvested.
We need to lower the extraction and at the same time try to create decent jobs for those who would lose their
jobs or help relocate them.."
Maria Gutierrez MA 01742-2616
"Please protect our roadless forests and do not reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Alma Gutierrez TX 75040-5440
"Please help & keep natural beauty intact & untouched from profit"
Phyllis Gutmam FL 33434-5117
"It's the right thing to do !"
Andrea And James Gutman CA 91040-1215
"We write to express our outrage that a large coal mining interest can take advantage of a loophole in the
Colorado Roadless rule that was written to protect pristine ares from just this kind of insult. This effort is in fact
an insult to those of us who hold these lands dear and pay through our taxes to support them."
P Guttman
"Can we continue to move away from coal and do more to preserve what's left of our habitat?"
Jennifer Guzman CA 92019-4580
"Please protect our forests - it is not only your job but your moral duty!"
Charlotte Guzovich IL 60465-1860
"The Forest Service is to protect not destroy."
Denise Gwinn WV 26505-3222
"Please, I beg of you, don't let WV's pristine land be destroyed especially by Arch Coal. They have done
enough damage to us already."
Perry Gx
CA 92780-7011
"THIS IS WRONG!!! Plain & Simple WRONG!!!"
Michael Gyurica NC 27410-8406

"After living for a time in Colorado, I can tell you, Colorado is not nearly as beautiful the tourist brochures would
lead you to believe. It does not take much wandering off the beaten path to see that Colorado has been
decimated, the land has been raped by generations of fortune seekers leaving their toxic waste and a
landscape forever scarred. The saddest part is that this is mostly on public lands. Yet, the only ones that
benefit are the mining companies. We people, that own the land don't see anything of the pennies on the dollar
that the land is leased for, let alone any profits from the exploitation. Please stop this giving away of our lands
and its resources. And by all means, allow untouched land to remain untouched. As stewards of this planet, we
can learn a lot from the indigenous peoples of the world. Simply ask them their opinion on the appropriate
steps to take for the good of all concerned. They are willing to share their wisdom ...if only asked."
Jennifer H
NJ 07456-2100
"We need to draw the line and keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is."
Malina Haak SD 57104-4219
"We need to protect as much of the earth as possible. Please help nature and don't let this destruction take
place!"
Jeffrey Haas NY 12208
"Forest Service lands belong to the citizens. This citizen wants the land protected and the coal kept in the
ground."
Janet A Habas GA 30319-3815
"Don't we need to stop using coal to save our planet?"
Chris Hachmann NY 11706-4840
"Our Country does not need any more destruction of it's natural environments. We know that we need these
places for biodiversity, water purification, carbon dioxide absorption. We also need them for our peace of mind
that we have not yet destroyed every last bit of the wild america we once discovered in sheer exhilaration.
Please do not allow for any loopholes in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Thank you for your support on this
important matter. Kind Regards, Chris Hachmann 516-784-8432"
Margie Hackett MO 64152-1621
"Loop holes have to be closed. We must preserve our wildlands. You know that you should not allow Arch Coal
to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild,
roadless forest!"
O Lynne Hacklin OR 97103-8219
"Save our forests and their minerals with future generations in mind. Burning coal is a very big contributor to
global warming. There are many reasons why coal should stay in the ground."
Aimee Had
CA 96161-1701
"Coal is dirty, destructive, and a "road to nowhere." It's time we switch to wind and solar. Please terminate any
plans which would allow Arch Coal to mine Colorado. Everyone loses, except for a minor few who will profit, at
a terrible expense of our wildlife, nature, and planet. Thank you, Aimee Had"
James K Hadcroft MA 02556-2133

"Thank you for reading my letter. I am a Veteran, Active Voter and TaxPayer. As a Veteran I put my life on the
line for Democracy. This missive is Democracy in action. It is time to stop the plutocratic take over and save
American Democracy and the middle class. It is a sad fact that national socialist philosophy now informs and
drives the republican party."
Brenda Haddix IN 46714-0123
"Once the land is ravaged there is little hope that it will restore itself. If it does it will take years. I have
witnessed the devastation in the state of KY."
S Hadler NY 10036
"stop the destruction of ecologies from which we live"
James Haedike IL 60402-3343
"Please stop destroying our forests"
Donald Haendiges MD 21122-2552
"Fossil fuels are no longer a primary energy source so do not allow the destruction our natural ecology in order
to search for them."
Herman Hafenstein KS 66605-3503
"I think mining coal is something that should have gone away about the time I was born. I am 75. I remember
coal soot only too well."
Barbara Haffner AZ 85711-4344

"The idea is to stop using coal, climate pollution and destruction of our wild lands. What part of this don't you
understand. Stop hiding behind your greed and selfishness."
Clara Haflin
WV 26287-8591
"ARE YOU OUT...OF YOUR COLLECTIVE, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MINDS?????"
John Hafner NY 12514-0141
"Enough already. We need non polluting renewable energy. Time is running out for the planet that we live on."
A Hafrey MA 02138
"Coal needs to stay in the ground. Especially in light of the Paris accords the Forest Service should not allow
any coal to be mined in the areas it oversees. The Forest Service must focus on its mandate: protecting
forests. We have too few pristine forests left in this country. Let's save the few we have."
Linda Hagan
"Please do not bulldoze millions of acres of our pristine wilderness to make $13 billion of damage to the world's
environment by using coal to pollute our already endangered atmosphere!"
William Hager FL 32606-6400
"Please support the U.S.A. and its citizens for taking a firm stand against coal mining in our forests. Coal
mining destroys our forests, destroys our health when the coal is burned, destroys the atmosphere, and
destroys our climate. The mission of the Forest Service should be to preserve not destroy."
Phyllis Hagmann

CA 92376-6622
"Stop Arch Coal from tearing up Colorado land to mine coal. Coal is obsolete. Pristine land preservation is
more important than coal fuel which is proven to polite the enviornment"
David Hagy
NC 28144-4384
"PLEASE keep these forests roadless!"
Tom Hahney WA 98226-9223
"In your review please consider the negative impact of using coal on the health of all of us. We all benefit as we
move toward cleaner, healthier energy sources."
Donna Hahus TX 77005-2827
"This is not the direction we should be taking if we truly believe in climate change. We need to move away from
coal and its devastating consequences."
Peter Haik KY 40403
"It is only right!"
Mary W. Haines MD 21742-3344
"Hey, Stupid ! Where you going to go to destroy forests once you and China have denuded this planet ? Mars
ain't got none !!! Neither does the moon.....or Pluto...or any of those illusory psuedo planets the telescope guys
keep thinking they've found."
Michael Haines NJ 08221-1361
"Our grandchildren need those forests more than coa l."
Amy Haines
WI 53403-2771
"NO! NO! NO! Bad for the forest. Bad for the atmosphere. Bad for anything that breaths and needs sunlight
and reasonable weather. Abandon this short sited idea. Leave the coal in the ground and the roadless area
roadless."
Michael Hair CA 95691-4939
"Killing trees to burn more coal is a double backward wrong move for increasing atmospheric carbon. It makes
no sense at all."
Caroline Hair SC 29229-4329
"Destroying a forest to mine dirty coal which will then pollute the air we breathe in order to make a profit is
unconscionable!"
Cheryl Haislar NC 28712-7492
"Please protect our wilderness."
Karey Haj
AZ 85054-4101
"The profits for the corporation are great under this proposal - but where is the benefit to the people, the
environment, animals? Nowhere. Please reject this proposal and save the individual taxpayers, as well as our
planet, the cost of supporting corporate greed."

Kari Hakkinen

AK 00150
"Without nature and clean environment all is lost."
Jen Halbert
NY 11209-4626
"Please reject Arch Coal's attempted change to the roadless forests rule. Any benefit that might be gained
would be dwarfed by the environmental destruction such a move is bound to cause."
Elizabeth Hale AZ 85204-1921
"Coal mining is so 20th century."
Bruce Hale
CA 93190-1835
"This move sets a dangerous precedent. The benefits aren't worth the downside. Please reconsider."
Steven Hale
CT 06798-3420
"Please do not allow this to happen. We've already lost enough of our native forests to development and
natural resource extraction. Allowing Arch Coal to destroy this forest for short term profit is short sighted and
wrong. Our forests and our environment are too valuable."
Shirley Hale
ME 04051-3749
"Please do the right thing."
Michael Haley FL 33157-6236
"Further destruction of our forests is unacceptable. Exactly at a time when we need to conserve our forest for
clean water and combat climate change, you are wrecking them. As a registered voter, I request you stop!
Sincerely Michael R. Haley Palmetto Bay, FL"
Nathan Hall
"Coal should be mined by destroying our natikonal forests ! .-Nate"
Lee Hall
AR 72802-6997
"Stop destroying the forests for big industry, mainly the coal and logging industries. You're destroying pileated
woodpecker habitat!"
Robert Hall
DE 19804-3169
"Let's not set a precedent from which we cannot retreat. No more destruction of pristine forests!!!!!"
Robert Hall
FL 33470-3801
"Colorado, take to the streets!"
Patti Hall
FL 32127-3050
"I believe it is our obligation to protect the earth and conserve the gifts we have been given : The forests,
animals, birds and other living creatures are our responsibility, not our property to pillage. The Forest Service
needs to preserve the land "from sea to shining sea" as the song goes. Using loopholes to allow private
corporations to profit is unethical to say the least. The forests are our legacy for the future and generations of
children to come. Each tree helps purify the air so that we can breathe easier. It also provides habitats for
numerous species and endless opportunities for creating artwork, recreation, escape from noise and traffic,
research and study."
Lisa Hall

ID 83815-5242
"These forests belong to everyone--NOT the COAL COMPANIES who simply want to profit without
responsibility for damage, destruction and habitat loss. NO!"
Derek Hall
IL 60608-3411
"The earth is at a breaking point"
Colby Hall
NC 27609-7162
"It has taken many years for the forest to grow and become a home to such a diverse group of animals. Each

tree, in addition to providing shelter, helps to remove toxins from the air we breathe. Our ecosystem will be
irreparably damaged if coal mining is allowed to take place. Instead of allowing dirty mining and ruining our air
and environment even more once that coal is burned, please think long term and protect the forest. The cost to
us all is too high. Please protect the forest and all of us."
Janice Hall
NJ 08831-4741
"Trees are necessary for our climate. DO NOT bulldoze our pristine forests just to harvest dirty coal which
pollutes. Build wind farms instead, but not in the forests."
Pamela Hall NY 10065
"Save our forests....they mean so much more than your coal (fossil fuel) AND As SOON AS COAL MINING
Stops, As it will be soon, we will still.have the wondrous forest"
Alex Hall
OK 73160-1403
"It's absurd that this is even an issue. There are few things less efficient and more damaging to human/living
existance than harvesting energy by way of coal mining, and this much we've known for decades."
James Hall
OK 73132-3812
"We don't need to endanger thousand of acres of forest to then release tons of carbon into the atmosphere.
The burning of coal must end."
Don Alan Hall OR 97330-6535
"My family and I have long been making serious changes in our lives to reduce our "carbon footprint." This kind
of mining, in such an environment, should be UNTHINKABLE!"
Saffron Hall VA 22903
"Please don't reopen this loophole and jeopardize our future. we need to stop starting new mining projects and
move towards sustainability."
Jack Halley
GA 31305-8720
"keep it in the ground!"
Michele Halligan CA 95928-4012
"We have only one Mother Earth, and we owe it to her and to future generations to be good stewards."
Ann Hallowell NY 10044-0141
"Please respect the law, and prevent the environmental damage and climate pollution that would be

caused by mining in Colorado roadless forests."
Joni Halpern CA 92106-2548
"I CANNOT BELIEVE THE FOREST SERVICE, WHICH SHOULD BE AT THE FOREFRONT OF EFFORTS
TO PROTECT OUR COUNTRY AND OUR PLANET FROM THE DIRE CONSEQUENCES OF UNMITIGATED
CLIMATE CHANGE, IS PROPOSING TO GRANT THIS BENEFIT TO ARCH COAL. IT IS UNTHINKABLE AND
IRRESPONSIBLE."
Thomas Halstead AZ 86303-4652
"Burning coal aggravates climate change. Destroying forests aggravates climate change. Destroying forests so
that we can burn coal is insanity."
Hugo Ham
TX 77024-3503
"Please stop the coal mining it affect our home, planet earth."
Sheryl Hamblin CA 92704-7076
"These lands are an important part of the public space, to be preserved for alll present and future generations
to enjoy. Complete ecosystems need to remain intact and undusturbed."
Eric Hamburg WI 53913-1828
"We, as a nation, need to keep our commitment to maintaining our vanishing wilderness and making exception
to feed the bloated energy industry is unacceptable."
Joanna Hamil NY 11201-6465
"The earth needs to keep its forests and stop mining coal!"
Hazel Hamilton EH4 1BR
"PLEASE do not let this happen!"
Jo & Ogden Hamilton CA 94901-2533
"Bulldozing roadless areas to mine coal when our national policy is to wean ourselves from fossil fuels makes
no sense. Please don't allow it to happen"

Timmothy Hamilton CA 94941
"In God Almighty, STOP !!!"
Hope Hamilton CA 92373-8115
"Please help us to preserve our forests, which are soooo important for earth's survival."
Stephen Hamilton ME 04105-2488
"As everyone now knows, Coal is effectively dead as a future energy source. Deforestation to procure coal at
this time is a crime against humanity and the planet. Any politician supporting the continued extraction of coal
should be treated as domestic and international terrorist."
Darlene Hamilton NC 27604-8488
"Our country should be on a cleaner path to our energy needs. Stripping the land to nothing keeps us on the
wrong."

David Hamilton NV 89121-4933
"Why on earth are we considering yet more coal extraction period...let alone on our Public Lands!?!....and
despoiling yet more wildlands in the process....what are we thinking...or is this just thoughtless, automatic
action! "The extractive industries want this, where do we sign off on it?" This has got to stop!!....we know we
can't go on this way. And just how badly is this coal needed just now, anyway, given the current and
prospective market for coal."
Mary Hamilton OH 44685-9211
"close the loophole. coal is a dirty fuel and we don't need to kill thousands of roadless forests for a private
company to get richer."
Robert L. Hamilton, Jr.
CA 95472-5819
"This must be a Republican backed plan!!"
Della Hamlin MO 64804-3172
"Why is their profit more important than preserving forests and wildlife? It must not be allowed."
Robert Hamm OK 73034-7346
"I'm a Colorado property owner and thus my property values are affected by degradation of the environment, as
well as by the effects of global warming due to the carbon extracted and burned."
Sylvia Hammack MO 65548-7929
"Please, please, stop raping our Mother."
Victoria Hamman CA 94114-3708
"Please conserve these forests. No roads. We must consider the health of the planet or we will go down with
it's demise."
Rebecca Hamman IN 46601-2645
"You people are raping the planet.no wonder theres sinkholes everywhere"
Pat Hammarback
"I think we can do better than raping our wild areas for dirty coal. Think of it as putting something away for
future generations to access and utilize for technologies we haven't begun to think of yet."
Keegan Hammer
"Simply put, my tax dollars pay for this to happen and I am not ok with money coming out of my paychecks to
destroy my home."
F Hammer
CA 94123-3159
"Roadless means roadless, period."
Melina Hammer NJ 07307-1820
"Now more than ever we need to keep fossil fuels in the ground. We also need to keep intact our national
forests now more than ever. The world's ecosystems depend on habitat and clean air and water, as do we
humans."
Myrna Hammerling MA 01201-6209

"Coal is not the way to influence climate change targets needed by the entire planet!"
John Hammond CA 95472-3754
"It's absolutely ludicrous that I even need to tell you that it's not okay for anybody to be mining our pristine
forests. Public land is not for private use. These places are to be kept safe, in their natural state for our
children's children, and the great benefit to our environment and ecosystems that they provide"
Jay Hammond OR 97520-2305

"Coal, really? While we are in the midst of massively destructive global warming? And to boot, we have to
extract it from a roadless area? Let me guess, the coal is under a layer of defenseless baby seals too so it is
just too irrestible to pass up. There is a lot of low emission and clean energy readily available today. No more
lining the pockets of dirty energy at the cost to the rest of us."
Karen Hammond TN 38425-5221
"Please let's start making changes before it to late"
Brenda Hammond TX 75243-3614
"I don't know how many ways we have to say that it's vital to our future to preserve our natural resources and
transition to clean energy fuel sources. Destroying land to mine new coal is not the answer, you know this.
Why is this even under question? Do the right thing here."
Don Hammond TX 78727-3042
"We don't need any new coal mining. Besides climate change, coal also causes health problems - increase
heart attacks, increase asthma attacks. Overall, other energy sources are cheaper."
Carol Hampton CA 94965
"We the people demand an end to mining dirty coal!"
Donna Hampton WA 98075-4121
"End 2015 and begin 2016 by taking action to save the environment."
Jonathan Hancock IL 60622-5532
"Please protect the legacy of the forests!"
Ann Hancock ME 04074-9404
"I am aghast that this proposal is even being DISCUSSED. This is WRONG. With climate change at the
forefront of the news, it is unthinkable that this company is trying to rape this land and extract the coal in a last
desperate rush to mine it while it is possible to do so. I am planning to visit Colorado next April on an organized
bird watching tour. The forest service should take into account the tourism that Colorado's pristine landscape
supports, and not go for dirty one-time profits that will leave an irreparable scar on the land."
Kathleen Hancock WA 98237-9558
"The use of coal is not only deforesting our globe, it pollutes the air. Folks like me, with COPD, have a difficult
time breathing as it is. Please don't allow taking down more trees (that generate oxygen) and burning more coal
(that uses oxygen)."
Joanne Hand

GA 31779-2155
"Please save our forests and wildlife living there, and not allow more pollution into the air and environment -- for
our health sake, and for our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren's sake! Don't allow profits for a few
influence the decision-making that will affect generations and destroy God's creation."
Robert Handelsman IL 60201-1170
"Leave the last best places alone! Do you want your grandchildren to see a pristine forest or s trip mine?"
Margaret Handley FL 32819-7813
"We Americans are fortunate to have these forested places. It is a part of our heritage and culture. Please stop
tearing them up, for the good of all mankind. Think of YOUR family, too, and do the right thing."
Barbara Hands MT 59802-2149
"Coal is on it's way out. To keep saying and thinking, this is not true, does not make it so. Time to cut our
reliance on fossil fuels and leave them in the ground."
Steven Handwerker FL 33488-0229
"STOP DESTROYING THE LEGACY OF OUR DEMOCRACY WHICH RESTS IN OUR NATURAL AND
PRISTINE RESOURCES AND THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE HERE!!"
Steven Handwerker FL 33431-5459
"Thank you for ACTING HUMANELY!!"
Michael Hanebutt CA 95651-0702
"Allowing anything but recreational opportunities in roadless forests is counter to all the work done in decades
past to preserve America's forests. Action should be taken to reaffirm this conservation status, not weaken it."
Rita Hanle
MN 55108-1340
"Trees are the air purifiers! They convert CO 2 to oxygen. Leave them growing!"
Debra Hanley NJ 07070-1613
"Please preserve our forests. They can not be replaced. They are more important tha profit. Let us find green
alternatives to coal/ fossil fuel. Thank you"
Beverly Hanley VA 23185-5598

"Our government is charged with the responsibility of protecting the environment and natural resources FOR
citizens, not facilitating the profiteering and pollution of these lands and resources by coal or other companies. I
urge Forest Service officials and everyone involved with this decision to keep your duty foremost and to
enforce protection and preservation."
Kathleen J. Hanlon IA 50322-6006
"1. We need to preserve this forest area. 2. We must move to wind, solar and water power, not dirty coal which
causes extensive pollution."
Judith Hanna

CA 95370-9639
"Protect our forests!"
Helen N. Hanna CA 95864-6907
"We must keep it in the ground, for our children and grandchildren's sakes. Why would our taxpayer- supported
Forest Service betray us all by caving in to the Arch Coal company? This coal is NOT needed."
Erin Hanna
TX 78757-3103
"Please save our beautiful forests and the animals who live there."
Carol Hannig WV 26003
"Please keep the forest clear of damage caused by coal mining."
Evelyn Hannigan MA 02367-1516
"For the sake of our planet do the right thing!"
Bob Hannigan OR 97330-1835
"It's time to keep coal in the ground and protect the forest, the trees we need to breathe."
Bev Hannon IA 52302-5297
"The future lies in sustainable, renewable energy, not coal or other dirty fossil fuels. We also need more
forests, not less such as these roads would cause."
Jill Hannum CA 95494
"After the commitments made in Paris, WHY a loophole for a single coal mining company's destructive
operations? Bulldozing a forest to extract an outmoded fuel source is not the answer. Invest in renewables.
Now."
Michael Hannum IN 47803-3646 "#N/A"
Linda Hanratty TX 76109
"We need to prohibit coal mining on all public lands, particularly forested ones. The cost to the planet is just too
high."
John Hansen
"Help the next generation: stop coalmining."
MJ Hansen
"Shame on any company that destroys our land like that."
Arlene Hansen CA 94904-2504
"CLOSE loopholes! It is SO wrong to 1. Ruin trees 2. Add to pollution of air with coal 3. Destroy an ecosystem!!
4. Add to polluting rivers with runoff from mine hazmat!! NOTHING good about a mine.... Except jobs for a few!
Let's Retrain them into renewable energy jobs!"
Jan Hansen
CA 95684-9547
"Forests are much more important as carbon catchers than coal is as a carbon polluter!"
Robert Hansen

CA 95126-3557
"Please preserve this ecosystem! Once it is damaged, it won't easily be restored. At a time when our country is
moving from coal to clean energy, this damage is simply not worth it."
Diana Hansen CA 92530-5153
"We are so beyond coal in this environment. The damage from the byproducts from its use should be enough
evidence. Take a look:
https://www.google.com/search?q=coal+mining+water+contamination&rlz=1C1GGGE_enUS551US563&
espv=2&biw=1366&bih=681&tbm=isch&imgil=TR_cRoJEASQTOM%253A%253B39L8Ngmf6yHqM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fbusinessethics.com%25252F2011%25252F03%25252F12%25252F6622-mining-impact-on-water-

pollution%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=TR_cRoJEASQTOM%253A%252C39L8Ngmf6yHqM%252C_&dpr=1&usg=__6QDu7SFdwAMfgYxa_9WJSw53O94%3D&ved=0ahUKEwjx27uvy8
zJAhVL7mMKHUlmB48QyjcIUQ&ei=ivhmVvHuHMvcjwPJzJ34CA#imgrc=TR_cRoJEASQTOM%3A&usg= 6
QDu7SFdwAMfgYxa_9WJSw53O94%3D"
Harry Hansen MN 56601-6122
"With climate change coal is not an option.The forests belong to we the people, not some corporation to
destroy habitat and add to pollution and increase temps .No.!"
Martin Hansen PA 19446-4936
"STOP ARCH COAL MINING ON ROADLESS FORESTS - NO LOOPHOLES !"
Shawn Hansen WA 98112-3264
"Protect our forests! Please!"
Joyce Hansen WI 54628
"We need oxygen to breath and trees & plants provide us all with oxygen.. No more cutting down our forests
and further polluting our air. We need more forests and no more mining of polluting coal. Do you want our air to
end up like China's? We don't."
Yvonne Hansen, Edd TX 78745-4351
"My taxes support the US Forest Service. Wild forests must not be removed. Certainly not to mine coal. Carbon
belongs in the ground, and trees belong on the land - everywhere."
Peter Hanson
"It's fact, coal is toxic and where it lay right now is the best place for it. Nature sealed from the air, land and
water. It is toxic toxic toxic. Period. Monetary profit for a few who don't even live in the area of the mining
should not take precedence over the people and various facets of nature that the toxins negatively affect. We
must prove we are the intelligent species."
Nancy Hanson FL 32073-2725
"Please don't let them do this."
Jim Hanson
FL 32789-2635
"This will be harshly and severely fought against. Very harshly."
Naomi Hanson IA 52246-8705

"Save our pristine forest in Colorado!!!"
Craig Hanson ID 83856-9359
"We don't need anymore coal mines. Especially in a pristine roadless area. Leave it in the ground, and don't
mess up another place. I promote clean energy. Sincerely, Craig Hanson Priest River, Idaho 83856"
Art Hanson
MI 48917-1773
"We MUST keep climate-changing fossil fuels in the ground!"
Natalie Hanson MI 48917-1773
"We MUST keep climate-changing fossil fuels in the ground!"
Kittie Hanson MN 56007-1314
"We need to protect the few wild areas that we have left. K Hanson Albert Lea MN 56007"
Mark Hanson MT 59802-8776
"And I suppose arch pays a redickules small amount for this Coal ?"
Shawna Hanson NC 28601-1241
"Wake up!"
D. Hanson
NY 13850-3824
"We appear NOT to need more coal at this time. The trend appears to be to "less energy needed from fossil
fuels". It's never too late to allow coal mining, but the damage from allowing it NOW is huge for my lifetime, that
of my children, and that of my grandchildren."
Donna Hanson WA 99163-3769
"We don't need more coal, we need to find better ways to produce electrical energy. Arch Coal definitely
doesn't need any more profits. What we do need is more forests growing and more wild lands available for
human and animal use. It is imperative that this loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule be closed immediately
and permanently to protect our clean air and water."
Roman Haraja MA 01854-1725
"Please protect the little critters habitat"
Terence Hardcastle MD 21117

"No more coal. But if the Forest Service grants approval, at least apply a carbon tax equal to the true costs of
burning coal."
Carol Harder WI 53022-5553
"We have to protect our natural land for our children and grandchildren to enjoy."
Thomasine Hardesty MI 48371-4863
"Protect, do not destroy our beautiful and necessary natural environment that contributes to the eco system
that keeps all systems intact."
Joseph Hardin CA 90405-6051

"Wilderness needs to stay roadless to remain wilderness. We don't need anymore coal on the planet...it's time
to get serious about alternative energy solutions, time to say no to coal. Thank you, Joe"
Ray Hardin
MA 02115-5914
"This needs to be stopped NOW!Thank you!!!"
Katherine Harding AZ 85757-9561
"Leave our so few left forests alone!!"
Cheryl Harding NJ 08885-0309 "#N/A"
Catherine Harding VA 23111-5900
"We should be exploring clean energy sources, not continuing to coddle an outdated, filthy industry that is
greatly responsible for smog, acid rain, & elevated CO2 levels, and poisonous water. I urge you to enforce the
rules designed to protect our country for the next generation, not find ways to toss regulations aside, making us
all pay so the coal company can enjoy more profit."
Patty Hardtke KY 41014-1029
"please do not interfere with nature the animals will have no where to go anoutreach Climate is danger"
Susan Hardy NY 14063-9657
"This is not the time to add to climate stress. Leave coal in the ground. Roadless parks are natural filters.
Protect these "lungs" and ours, please."
Zan Hare CA 90041
"America is no longer going to use coal. Better keep the coal in the ground and let the trees do their job of
sequestering carbon into the ground."
ED Hare
WA 98290-9658
"The Forest Service needs to protect the forest."
Susan Hargrove LA 70123-3530
"Please stop the ill advised coal mining and decimation of our forests and wildlife. Coals additional damage to
the environment must curtail this industry"
Gary Hargrove OK 73115-5012
"Stop the destruction of my national forests for greedy purposes. I am against more coal production and
destruction of what roadless areas we have left."
M. Hargrow
CA 90036-9461
"Sustain nature, nature sustains our lives."
Nancy Harkinson FL 33982-1832
"Will you not be satisfied until you've destroyed every inch of wilderness on earth and sealed our fate of total
climate disaster?"
Tammy Harkness

PA 19504-8906
"The Forest Service should protect the Colorado forests and protect all from the ravaging effect of allowing
Arch Coal or any other organization bulldoze the forest to remove one of the worst planet choking materials to
burn - coal."
Melissa Harl VA 23222-2731
"Close the loophole!"
Dale Harlan
FL 32806-8525
"It as a crime to destroy a forest to get dirty coal"
Jill Harmer

KY 40205-1031
"Why should coal companies reap profits and pollute the air and make us all sick?"
Ann Harmon NV 89449-3539
"USFS helping a coal co. to produce more coal? The very least you can do is to keep roadless forests roadless
as your contribution to reducing global warming!"
Stephanie Harmon PA 17038-0380 "#N/A"
Hank Harms
"It is time we stop all new Coal Extraction Coal usage is declining rapidly, New mines are not needed."
David Harold OR 97221-2965
"We are using less coal. So they want to dig up our beautiful land to sell overseas to countries that don't car
about pollution?????"
Melinda Harp PA 17074-7261
"What's the point of having lands set aside for posterity if the government is then allowed to destroy them?
Seriously? Why even bother???"
Diane Harper CA 90814-1315
"Global warming is THE most critical issue earth faces. We MUST leave ALL FOSSIL FUELS in the ground if
earth is to survive. NO MORE COAL."
Kenneth Harper CA 94805-2050
"Let's save the little remaining land we have."
Deborah Harpp OH 44143-2121
"Please do not buldoz any land in colorado"
Margaret Harrell CA 90254-2617
"Oil and coal are destroying our planet. It's time to dial back both the destruction and the pollution that access
of both of these cause. Please stop Arch Coal from further destruction."
Bob Harrersr PA 15108
"A loophole , not needed, costs too high"

Susan Harrie ND 58201-5635
"Stop coal mining period!"
Blair Harrington NJ 08005-0925
"STOP NEEDLESS COAL MINING AND DESTRUCTION OF PRISTINE FORESTS IN COLORADO NOW!"
Mary Harrington NY 11377-4054
"We have to protect our environment from dirty fuel and protect the habitat of our wild animals. It's time for
conservation."
Robert Harrington OR 97405-3860
"STOP ALL LOGGING on our forests until they heal. The forest service has been a revolving door when it
comes to hand outs to the timber industry and it is time to stop!"
Holly Harris
"PLEASE, Forest Service, do NOT allow Arch Coal to continue it's devastating practices. The time has come to
LEAVE COAL IN THE GROUND, if our planet is to survive. PLEASE take a leadership position on this issue
and do the right thing!"
Laurel Harris
"The time for coal mining is past, now we need to turn only toward other forms of sustainable, non- carbon
forms of energy. In conjunction with that we need to preserve any and all carbon sinks, such as pristine forest
land to help counteract climate disruption."
Elizabeth Ann Harris
"We cannot afford more pollution and destruction of our precious forest lands. Stop this devastation NOW>"
Robert S. Harris CA 90012-2426
"WHAT? The loss of forests and their positive ecological processes as a means for increasing the use of coal
and its negative environmental processes? THIS IS UNACCEPTABLE."
Nancy Harris CT 06812-2517
"Cutting down all these trees are so contrary to the need to clean up our air. Plus the pollution that coal burning
creates makes the need for these trees even more important! Find a better way for everyone to live on a
cleaner earth."
James Harris FL 32439-2458
"Destroying a thousand-year forest for a six-month profit should be classed as premeditated murder of
civilization -- just the latest of a million such crimes."
John Harris

FL 34787-5519
"Thank you for considering my letter. Our kids will thank you for denying the proposal."
Ray Harris
GA 30117-1814
"There are cheaper, cleaner energy sources. We do not need to defile our public lands to appease coal
interests."
Alex Harris
MO 64081-3865

"Please protect these lands from destruction. Thank you."
Jennifer Harris NC 27012-8688
"Any person who pays attention to alternative energy development knows the Keshe Foundation has released
free plasma energy to the world. These devices have been proven to work, have been distributed to
ambassadors of all countries which signed on the Dr. Keshe's Pathway to Peace, and makes fossil fuels
OBSOLETE.. Bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine forest to mine millions of tons coal which will never be
used is not only futile, but totally insane!"
Sonny Harris NC 28607
"Arch Coal please stop destroying the universe, forests , the world . trees are very important you profit and your
grandchildren and the world suffers"
Linda Harris
NY 11238-3901
"Please! How dare you be arrogant enough to take it up yourself to ruin pristine forests! For coal which is
poisoning our planet already!"
Norma Harris OR 97527-5231
"I am in favor of supporting the coal industry, however I believe taking advantage of the loophole in a law
enacted to protect our roadless forest in Colorado is beyond destructive to this forest and the wildlife living in
it."
Thomas Harris PA 19008-1425
"I implore you, the U.S Forest Service, to continue protecting the environment and the people of the United
States."
David Harris PA 17268-1157
"we need to preserve our forests and invest in clean renewable energy instead"
Shirlene Harris TX 78249-1719
"Every tree in the world becomes more valuable daily. We need to keep every one we have. It requires many
years to replace one and it is a lesser tree than the one that was sacrificed!"
Mike Harris TX 76179
"You're the Forest Service not a subsidiary of a coal company. Do your job and protect the forest!"
Joey Harris
UT 84604-4802
"Do not allow the stripping of forest land for coal mining. Coal is on the way out and come into a much cleaner
and economical energy"
Lisa Harris
WA 98103-8305
"Coal is not the answer"
Louis C Harris Jr NJ 08034-3904
"We must stop destroying our environment. And we must stop it now not at some always postponed date."
Pamela Harrison

"At a time when we need to stop burning coal and plant more trees mining for coal in the National Forests is not
just backward, it is criminal."
Verna Harrison CA 91311-2245
"Roads are helping to kill the Amazon Rain Forest. Please don't let this happen in Colorado."
Sarah Harrison FL 32608-7131
"Coal has made enough of a mess of things already. Better late than never to stop!"
June Harrison IL 60123-8928
"Haven't you idiots yet realized that the Earth is in crisis due to stupid human actions such as cutting down
forests? Take a stand for the Earth and stop this egregious activity."

Eileen Harrison ME 04240-3500
"This Loophole needs to be closed! Harness our solar power and leave our earth for future generations."
John Harrison NJ 07013-2066
"We need to stop the rape of what's left of our forests for PROFIT!"
Harry Harrison NY 10605-3311
"Why destroy and defile forests for an old, polluting, outmoded energy source?"
David Harrison OR 97302-5152
"Pristine national forest lands that belong to all Americans should not be sacrificed for the profits of a private
company. Please do not reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule to allow Arch Coal to proceed with
destructive coal mining on our public lands."
Shirley Harrison TN 37771-8206
"NO more raping of our forests by greedy coal companies. Mining coal is not a justification for denigrating our
natural resources. We expect the U.S. Forest Service to protect our forests, not destroy them!"
Laura Harrity MO 64015-2326
"Stop destroying my country for personal wealth."
Sarah Harrold OR 97420-6704
"Do not put the interests of one company ahead of those of our earth, our forests, common people."
Richard Hart CA 91304-1035
"Going after this coal is insane. We must move away from all fossil fuels. To all the big coal companies - adapt
or die. You must start looking toward the future, or you will certainly wither away."
Richard Hart ME 04001-7613
"I beg you. Please do not let this happen."
Kristen Hart OR 97232
"Please take action to protect our treasured forests, and the many creatures that make their homes

within. Help preserve our wild natural treasure and keep the green for generations to come."
Rick Hart
TX 78752-2623
"Stop them from ruining our forests for profit."
Marie Hart WA 98250
"Please do NOT allow Arch Coal to wreck Colorado forests and add more climate pollution to our atmosphere!
We don't need more coal mines either! Thank you, Marie Hart"
Matthew Hart WA 98125-3415
"Please don't allow this to happen. Designated roadless areas should remain just that, roadless. This should
apply to all potential uses of an area. A loophole based justification for the legality of this proposal simply
reeks of corruption. The question should be, what is more valuable to the people of this country? One
company's greedy exploitative desire for profit, or the preservation of one of the few pristine areas of
wilderness remaining in our country. An area that can bring not just monetary profits to the U.S. government
and Forest Service in the form of recreation and tourism dollars, but also intangible benefits, ranging from the
aesthetic to long term benefits for the land's ecology and our health?"
Gary Harter
IA 50841-0015
"Public lands do not belong to Big Coal or to public officials. Save our land. Keep fossil fuels in the ground.
Invest in solar and wind."
Nancy Harter WA 98501-2248
"Please stop coal mining in our forests"
Danyela Harting MO 63031-4232
"We need to protect wildlife habitat and ecosystems not destroy them. Thank you for considering my opinion."
Tom Hartjes
"Please save these wild areas!"
James Hartley VA 22207-1210
"We humans are just absolutely wrecking the planet! We're tearing everything up and driving countless species
into extinction. We need to start saving things instead of destroying them!"
Greg Hartman
"As a Coloradan, nothing is more important to me than the pristine beauty of our home. Do not allow this to be
destroyed. The gorgeous wilderness of our backcountry is the best parts of calling this state home."
Jonathan Hartman FL 33069
"why is this Arch Coal even being considered? It's insanity. Reject it."

Sue Hartman ME 04021-3433
"Coal does no harm if left in the ground, so leave it there. Forest do good, so let them stand."
Dana Hartman OR 97801-0247
"Insanity!"

Ken Hartman TX 77041
"We need to be reducing our reliance on coal overall due to its impact on pollution and atmospheric CO2, so
the idea of destroying roadless forest for a coal mine is inexcusable. I strongly encourage the USFS to refuse
to reopen the coal mining loophole in the CO Roadless Rule."
Linda Hartman WA 98908-1116
"Sirs: I'm very much against Arch Coal being allowed to bulldoze a pathway to coal in the Colorado Roadless
area. Not only does this essentially disregard the intent of Colorado Roadless Rule, but also aids and abets
the eventual coal emissions that threaten the world's climate. You are responsible for this particular action; we
are all responsible for preserving our earth. Sincerely, Linda Hartman"
Annette Hartshorne WI 53711-6496
"No more coal pollution! Stop killing planet earth and the life which it sustains. Coal companies are criminal
entities."
Denise Hartsock
"It's 2015...we need to start investing in clean energy not continuing with our old polluting ways. Step up and do
the right thing for future generations."
Ruth Hartung AZ 86336-5495
"There needs to be a reassessment of improper land use by Arch Coal. In the context of climate change the
preservation of our trees becomes very significant!"
Wolfram Hartwig CA 90029
"Hit Arch with a bill for not just the roads, but all damage to the environment. If they are allowed to mine the
coal, add an environment tax steep enough to make it unprofitable. After all, money rules."
Gail Harty
MN 55949-8273
""Financial gain for a few" can NEVER justify the permanent (read "forever") destruction of areas that are public
domain. Also, destruction of the health of planet and thereby, all beings livein on the planet. ALL are
inexplicably connected. In the end, everyone looses - even those who get the money - because they end up as
sick as everyone else. The air, the water, the soil, the food - it ALL connected."
Jef Harvey
AK 99645-8290
"1. Roadless means roadless. 2. We've fought this battle before. We won. Getting pretty sick of having to fight
the same battles over and over. 3. Climate change is a major threat to us all, and even more so to our
descendants. I advise you to learn about it on the internet, since apparently you haven't been paying attention.
4. Coal needs to stay in the ground."
Anne Harvey CA 92130-2609
"My family and I support untrammeled wilderness, for ourselves, wildlife and future generations."
Kurt Harvey
CA 94089-2458
"We most definitely need more forests and less coal. By burning fossil fuels we are changing the Earth and its
intricate systems to an Earth that will no longer support human life. Actions such as allowing this forest to be
destroyed for toxic coal is another nail in the coffin. We need long term thinking not a short term balance sheet
point of view that ignores the destructive end result."

Margaret Harvey NH 03833-4387
"Please, please spare the forests. They grew there for a reason."
Misty Harwood AR 72764-5892
"Profit shouldn't be the driving force in America. Please don't let Arch coal destroy our forests. We only have
one Earth. We need to start making better decisions."
Maria Harz
"Allowing the degradation of forest lands and habitat is unconscionable. Stop this horrible action from
happening before we have no wild lands left"
Jean Hasemeyer OH 43560-9503
"It would be a bad idea to allow Arch Coal to bulldoze thousands of acres of forest in Colorado. We need to

protect the environment and block all attempts to profit from the destruction of our precious wild lands."
Carol Hasenick CA 95404-9510
"I don't want the federal government to promote coal mining, the fragmentation of land by building roads, or
global climate change."
Teresa Hassig WV 25177-3559
"It's over!!! Even the most ignorant of environment are becoming aware! Our planet is NOT past the the point of
no return. We have changed to the point life as we know it will be tough! I've run out of patients with politicos
and their monied interests!"
Edwin Hasson PA 15909-1445
"We use too much fossil fuel as it is--Keep It In The Ground! Don't Ruin The Earth!"
Barbara Hastings MO 65201-8617
"We need to keep coal and oil in the ground, focus on wind, solar as well as other sustainable forms of power,
our planet is not that forgiving."
Barb Hasty
AZ 85375-5065
"#N/A"
Steven Hasty NC 28739-8332
"No surface mining in National Forests!"
Debbie Hatcher NC 27410-5602
"The public does not support destroying forests for polluting energy companies. We are sick of loopholes that
allow polluters to destroy our environment. The Forest Service needs to protect forests not exploit them. The
Forest Service personnel involved with this should be reprimanded or fired."
Michael Hatfield
"Are you folks crazy or just plain stupid. Allowing virgin forests to be leveled to mine for more carbon
destruction of our ozone is assinine."
Carol Hatfield IN 46203-5113

"The last thing we need or want is more coal! What we do need is protected forests. We must maintain and
protect our forests - to protect our very lives."
Susan Hathaway CA 90660-2842
"Once we let all of our forests be destroyed to appease corporate greed, they're gone--we can't get them back.
Yet corporate greed remains in control of "our" government."
Cynthia Hathaway HI 96749
"Roadless forests are the kind I prefer to backpack through. Wilderness is vital to the human connection with
our higher selves. Visit there, and you will inherit the sense of purpose that those who protect it possess. No
Arch Coal at the cost of our priceless wild heritage."
Earl Hatley
OK 74301-7701
"I considering this permit for this company to bulldoze through OUR national forests and tear up hundreds of
acres in order to extract the dirtiest form of fossil fuel, please also consider where this coal will be used. As
coal for energy is being phased out now in the US, more and more of the coal our corporations are extracting
are being positioned for sale in other countries. Ports are being prepared for coal shipping. Why should our
pristine forests be destroyed so that all this dangerous carbon can be burned by other countries and just used
up? We are right now in Paris working to reduce our carbon emissions and the first step on this path is
elimination of coal burning for energy production! As our first line of defense in protecting our forests please
insure that they are not wasted so that other countries (or even our own) can just use them up as sacrifice for
atmospheric carbon production we can't afford and that will only cause extreme harm to our future generations.
Thank you for considering my concerns."
Christy Hatt
CA 92647-2901
"Let's leave a healthy planet behind for our children."
C Hattaway AZ 85258
"I can't believe this is even under consideration!!! Do not allow this project to go one step into that pristine
forest!!"
Karen Hattman WA 98261-8034
"STOP. Please, no more destruction of the environment both by mining and the burning of the coal!"
Alice Hatzenbeller WI 53220
"Leave the coal in the ground - stop our polluting ways. Working together we can find better, cleaner ways to

get the energy we need without harming people and our planet."
Barb Hauck
FL 33778-2716
"Don't let this greedy and completely uncaring company destroy the forest."
John Hauf CA 94930
"No more coal mining! Ever!"
Michelle Haugen IL 60175-6958
""Guard it well, for it is far more precious than money. Once destroyed, nature's beauty cannot be repurchased
at any price." Ansel Adams"

Russell Haugen MD 20850-2563
"Who will clean up?"
Kat Hauger
NY 14867-9795
"Please help keep the beauty and health of the world a priority."
Peggy Haught CA 92501-1563
"Invest in natural resourses and stop polluting our earth. Your not as elite as you think you are, stop being
callous and come up with other ways to invest. 100-to 1000 elite's are destroying earth also and think they
have a right because they are special; take a look around at the pollution you and these other companies are
doing you can visable see it in our air, water and ground level."
Anne Haule
CA 92103-7300
"Please do the right thing and protect nature and stop climate change. Private interests should never trump the
public good."
Vera Hauptfeld AL 35222-3938
"please stop allowing our nature to be destroyed. We need forests to breath, to recuperate, recharge and calm
down. Without the benefits of the nature there will be more sicknesses, both physical and mental, more
violance. We have to wsitch our gears. Please ."
Jane Hauser CA 93500
"Coal burning kills more than its profits"
Jacqueline Hauser OR 97008-8029
"We have already lost too much. The limitat ions are there for a reason. Keep them in place, please!"
Elizabeth Hauser WA 98501-2270
"Please think of your grandchildren's grandchildren.."
James Hauska
"Our national forests are natural beauties that the citizens of the United States have a right to enjoy - as
unblemished, pristine forests. No private industry has any right or business disturbing those national bodies. I
strongly object to allowing any private company permission to touch our forests for corporate or personal gain.
Please do not allow this to happen. Sincerely, James Hauska"
Beth Havens CA 93030
"so what are we gonna breathe when you've destroyed the air?"
Jean Havens IN 46825-4060
"It is time to discontinue the use of coal which aggravates our pollution and climate-change problems. Protect
our future and our lovely Earth!"
Lorena Havens WA 98220-0179
"Forests need to be protected. Coal needs to be left in the ground. Thank you"
Diane Haverland SC 29601-3206

"Please don't make our country a vast wasteland and ruin our forests. Just because the pollution is out of sight
doesn't keep it from polluting."
Robert Havrilla PA 15212-4038
"The Colorado Roadless Rule must not be waived for the benefit of Arch Coal. Please put a stop to this."
Jay Hawekotte NC 27964-9604
"Please do the right thing for the future generations. Thank you."
Kasandra Hawk CA 91390-3404
"No more coal, only alternative energy resources acceptable"
Joann Hawkes TX 78654-2736

"Dear Forest Service Agency , Please do not re-open the loop hole in the Colorado Roadkess Rule to allow
Arch Coal to coal mine in pristine forest areas. Coal mining is a dagger in the heart of climate change efforts to
detox our lands and skies. I beg that you honor the current groundswell of environmental efforts to keep the
coal in the ground. Coal users can use alternative sources of energy."
Hank Hawkins
"Coal is harmful to the environment and an outdated source of energy.. Quit taking down trees and digging
mines for your profits only."
H Hawkins
AZ 85013-2022
"C'mon people - leave SOMETHING for your Grandchildren. EVERYTHING can't be about money, surely you
want somewhere your children can go and oooohh and ahhh. Please don't mess ALL of this Earth up."
Judy Hawn
IL 61856-8218
"We have learned that our forests are of greater value than we ever knew before. Cutting down more of them
will tip the balance against any chance of stopping global warming. What good is more coal, or more jobs,
when our world is falling apart. We must work diligently together to hold global warming at bay as best we can.
Please do all you can to prevent any more loss of our ever shrinking forests. Thanks for giving this your best
effort."
Jim Hay
"Subsidizing and otherwise facilitating the extraction and utilization of fossil fuels flies in the face of both reason
and sound public policy given the overwhelming scientific evidence that greenhouse gases are literally fueling
climate change. To do so at the expense of forest lands is an insult."
Laura Hay M4L 3M5
"We cannot afford to lose any more large parcels of land to this kind of irreversible devastation. Please act now
on our behalf. We so appreciate all you do...."
Doug Hay
FL 34432-4428
"Let's not give life support to a terminal energy source."
Erin Hayes
PA 17821-8477
"Please save our planet for my children."
Kenneth Hayes

TX 78704-8926
"We have an excess CO2 problem not an excess forest problem. Leave the coal in the ground."
Joan Hayes
VA 22503-4026
"Thousands of coal miners are idol in West Virginia, Kentucky, and Virginia because the world demand for coal
is down. Why sacrifice our pristine woodlands to mine coal in Colorado when superior coal is not being mined
because nobody wants it? It makes the voting public very cynical when the only reason to appease moneyed
interest are the greased palms of politicians along the way."
Maggi Hayes VT 05495-0303
"Our planet needs all it's trees to keep our air clear. Bulldozing roads will completely destroy this important
ecological process. In addition, it will also eliminate important habitat for many animals and could lead to their
extinction. No roads."
Peter Hayevsky WI 53013
"CLOSE THE LOOPHOLE! The coal industry has done more than enough damage to the environment
already."
Jon Hayman MN 55001-9783
"Please protect our pristine forests in Colorado from Arch Coal (coal mining)"
Helen Haynes GA 30606-7004
"Coal mining will be an unnecessary fuel source soon in the U.S., as it is now in Denmark. Clean sources of
energy will soon be more widely available. Don't add to global warming and habitat destruction ; we need the
oxygen producing green much more than the polluting black coal."
Bryan Haynes NY 10471
"Preserving the delicate balance of natural resources that gives us the air that we breath is far more important
than giving greedy corporations the right to destroy the environment in order to make more millions & billions at
the expense of our health & the well being of the earth."

Petra Hays
FL 32789-2015
"Please! Do not open this loophole for Arch Coal! We desperately need to protect what is left of our wild lands,
our natural environment, for the good of all life on this Earth -- whether humans know it or not in the 21st
century of technology and human control and impact on the environment, we humans are dependent upon the
balance of nature. Please let common sense prevail over greed and moneyed oil and coal interests!"
Susan Hayward NY 10708-7911
"Forests don't need more roads, the atmosphere doesn't need more carbon, and if Arch Coal hasn't already
made more money than it deserves, it isn't from want of trying. Coal mining is an industry whose time if over.
Protect Colorado's sensible roadless rule, please."
Kyle Hayworth IN 46226-2323
"As reducing and removing coal burning power plants becomes increasingly necessary, additional mining for
coal is a ludicrous and irresponsible action. Please leave the common sense Colorado Roadless Rule as it
stands."

Evan Hazard MN 56601-2107 "WWJD?"
Thomas Hazelleaf CA 90740-3056
"When we lose wilderness, we lose it for generations, if not forever. We don't need coal. We need
responsibility and renewables."
Gail Hazelrigg MD 20850-1130
"I don't think that razing forests will help ourenergy needs."
Regina Hazelrigg VA 24016
"This ignorance can not be fixed. After we have destroyed everything, what then??"
Art Hazelwood
"It's time to keep the coal in the ground, for the safety of the planet."
Jerry Hazelwood MD 21228-4336
"It is time that we actually protect and embrace the enviornment which is our home."
Roxanne Hazen GA 30097-7897
"We're counting on you/ the Forest Service to think long term and look out for our future. Please do the right
thing! Current and Future generations will thank you."
Carla Head
MS 39402-7817
"We don't need the coal. We need solar panels on every home. There are alternatives that will not kill off
species of animals or destroy forests just to support greedy bastards. Chances are they have enough money,
but will there family two generations from now have a safe place to live and clean air to breathe? It is not just
about the now. It is especially about tomorrow."
Robert Heafner
"Stop this assault on the environment now!"
Kathryn Healey
"WHEN FOREIGN COUNTRIES SUCH AS CHINA.. OWN THE MINING COMPANIES AND TPP IS KING...
THERE AIN'T S--T THAT CAN BE DONE NOW....YOU SNOOZE YA LOSE AND COLORADO IS JUST
SUCKIN ASS LIKE
EVERYONE ELSE$$$$$$$$$$$$"
Hans Heaney AR 72080-9064
"Full cost accounting has too long been overlooked and now is the time to face the facts of these costs. Coal
mining in the best of conditions is not what the future needs and these are hardly ideal conditions. Please,
leave this coal in the ground."
Francesca Heap CT 06062-1051
"Coal kills - just take a look at the breathing problems the Chinese are facing now!"
Soulin Heath CA 95470-9788
"Roadless forests means that I can not even go 4x4 touring (off road) because of the environmental damage it
(supposedly) causes, yet there is a consideration to strip the same forests for coal mining! That is beyond the
pail and one of the most discussing things I have heard in quite a while. It would be

pure idiocy to allow that to happen never mind even considering weather you believe or not that anthropogenic
global warming is occurring; never mind that and consider the following:. It is far too destructive to the streams
and watersheds that people's drinking water and farms irrigation depend on. It is a well established fact that

coal extraction leaves mine tailings that have to be contained somewhere and well known fact that the tailings
contain mercury, arsenic, and sometimes are even radioactive uranium and other toxic minerals that even
under the best curcomstances and conditions some of those and other toxic contaminants will leach into the
surrounding environment. There is the law of averages which also must be considered that there is likely to be
extreme weather events and human error that are unavoidable which would eventually wreak disaster beyond
the abilities of current technologies to be reasonably considered as adequate to mitigate such an event. At best
even those things to consider are only the tip of the iceberg so to speak. There are also the loss and
destruction of forests and the unique ecosystems in and around them that the coal mining interests don't care
one iota about that must be considered that effect the their neighboring interests have now and into the future.
Bottom-Line: don't allow Arch Coal or any other like mineral extraction schemes to devastate or otherwise
destroy our forests and surrounding ecosystems and populated neighborhoods just so they can make a profit at
the expense of the tax payers when they fail to be able to maintain what they promise as is coal extraction
historic legacy has been since it's creation."
Valerie Heath ME 04011-3047
"NO! We're destroying the earth we live on by bulldozing forests for mining or grazing animals or some other
purpose that only hurries the destruction. IT HAS TO STOP."
Lisa Heath
NY 14221-1644
"We new forests for our own health and the health of animals."
Lynette Heath WI 53575
"please follow your conscience and heart, not your head. Blessings on what you decide."
Margaret Heatherly SC 29687-4845
"Limited resources need to be protected."
Bruce Heatley NY 14216-2804
"Coal is dead, It's time to look elsewhere for 'CLEAN' energy. We don't need to destroy any more forests."
James Heaton OK 74110-1623
"Most people who know about such things agree that there is no such thing as clean coal, I live within twenty
miles of a coal burning power plant, and I can see a difference in the sir since it went online."
Jo Anna Hebberger IA 50312-1801
"Our forests should not be sacrificed to add to global warming. We need to protect our intact, functioning
ecosystems which we all need to survive."
Judith Hebert MO 63130-4112
"Saving this planet and the people on it is within the realm of your possibility. Forget about what will get you
reelected, look at the big picture and do what is right"
Joan Heblack CA 94903-1126

"Stop bulldozing forestland for the production of Coal that pollutes the environment!"
Patricia Heck NM 88061-9727
"As a native of West Virginia, I know that the destructiveness of coal mining is more massive than most can
imagine. Not only will the digging leave indelible scars, th flow of toxins will poison the land forr miles around.
You have a chance to stop this."
JO Heckel
CA 92595-8889
"Please keep our earth safe!!!"
Sherrie Heckendorn OR 97236-1400
"Please keep our forests alive and well for the generations to come"
Susan Heckler NY 11432-2204
"The damage we are doing will take hundreds of years to reverse. Let's stop it before it starts!"
Wayne Heckman CA 95482-0846
"To open up this land for coal extraction is irresponsible. With domestic demand for coal decreasing due to
getting renewables on line,the only reason for more coal extraction is for profit due to foreign export. Thus
making us a third word economy by trading raw materials instead of manufactured goods. Very unamerican, we
fought a revolution 240 years ago over these very same trade practices."
Lee Heckman OR 97701-6436
"More coal mines is not a solution."
C Heckscher
"This is stark violation of the Public Trust Doctrine. These are public lands and to give our taxpayers dollars
away to special interest is outrageous!"

David Hed
NV 89107-0212
"Keep our wilderness roadless!"
Joseph Hedden PA 15668-9445
"For hunters and outdoors people making roads in pristine forests is a bad idea. Please don't do this."
Belinda Hedge TN 37919-6913
"KEEP COAL IN THE GROUND"
Linda Hedio
LA 70510-3007
"do not destroy more of our forests and mine a dirty fossil fuel that will pollute our atmosphere . look at China"
Carol Hedlin WA 98257-1089
"Please, please do not reopen the loophole that will allow Arch Coal to profit, and to destroy thousands of acres
of roadless forest. There is roadless lands have already been much diminished by similar projects, and we
need to stop burning fossil fuels immediately. No need to be mining more coal!"
Suzanne Hedrick ME 04555-8830

"We must protect what is. Left of our natural environment for our children and grandchildren"
Diana Heeman NY 13808-2119
"My grandparents lived in Pa. I still remember the damage done to the environment by coal companies, much
exists to this day, 70 years later. Do NOT allow Arch Coal to destroy this part of Colorado, for greedy profit."
Ruth Heffner PA 19464-4725
"Use roads already there to protect the forests & wildlife. I prefer CLEAN energy ~ solar & wind power."
Lynn Heffron VA 22303-1311
"Forest Service has been a nice name so when will you be changing that as we will soon have no forests, in
Colorado for sure."
Brenda Hefty FL 34957-3469
"The issue is truly getting rid of coal as a major energy source. I stand against the use of coal and the
companies who insist on using coal."
David Hegdahl MN 55110-1059
"It is not acceptable to open public lands to exploitation by an organization whose business is fostering I'll
effects of climate change on all of us. Protect our public lands and air!"
Michele Hegedus NJ 07093-8314
"We need to preserve these pristine forests not only for the wildlife who need these habitats, but for future
generations."
Barbara Hegedus PA 19365-9198
"FOREST SERVICE: IT'S YOUR JOB TO PROTECT WHAT REMAINS OF OUR PRECIOUS FORESTS - NOT
SELL THEM OFF TO ARCH COAL OR ANY OTHER GREEDY SPECIAL INTERESTS! NO COMPANY
SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO REAP PROFITS FROM DESTRUCTION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT AND
WILDLIFE - NO COMPANY!"
David C Heiden FL 33914-7199
"Do not destroy precious forest to allow dirty polluting coal to be mined."
Susan Heidenreich ND 58103-1541
"It's time to move away from energy from coal!"
Donna Heim CA 92646-2957
"Don't reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Arch Coal must not be permitted to bulldoze across
thousands of acres of pristine roadless forests. Their illegal plans would also add to atmospheric pollution and
climate change by causing 130 million tons of carbon pollution into the atmosphere. A bad plan all around."
Thomas Heiman WI 54730-4410
"Stop killing us and this planet. Leave coal in the ground. Your industry is killing everything it touches. You and
your industry have been devastating to human life and all life for centuries. Stop destroying.

Stop being the problem. Wake up, please. For the sake of your grandchildren. Be part of the solution. Invest
your billions in solar energy."
Barbara Heimann TX 77069-1220
"Coal no longer makes sense. The environmental degradation it causes harms everyone on the planet just to
line the pockets of one company and a few individuals. Don't sell out to Arch Coal!"
Donna Heimlich NJ 08080-2215

"Why destroy forests for an outdated source of energy."
Lori Hein
WI 54956-8914
"Don't reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. It would harm Americans in three ways: loss of
pristine habitat, loss of jobs (solar employs far more Americans than coal), and increased pollution. Allowing
Arch Coal to build this mine is against our national interests."
John Heiney CA 92069-1723
"In general I value roads in mountain forests because they can open access to hang gliding launch sites. But
we need to stop burning coal, so I must align against this project."
Amanda Heinrich CA 93117-4345
"Please help to keep the earth a healthy and livable place for people and animals present and future by
keeping the roadless bulldozing loophole closed."
Julie Heinrich VA 24090
"Please don't Arch Coal cause more devastation to our forests. What is money when our environment is at
risk??"
John Heinsen FL 32810-3656
"There are plenty of other placed to mine for coal"
Peggy Heinz CA 92284-2244
"How can we continue to destroy the earth? Unconscionable!"
Katrina Heinzen OH 44121-2078
"To go backwards on the roadies rule would be a disaster of both the small and large scale. Throughout the
developed world, large roadies tracts of wilderness are shrinking and disappearing. The impact on wildlife is
devastating. The health of local humans is damaged by mining as well. And COAL?! Tell Arch to start
investing their money in renewable energy technology -- if they have two brain cells to spark together they will
see further down the road than the next 10 years of profit. I hope you will look at the long term destructiveness
of this whole venture and the big picture. And also think of the millions of living organisms which will be
destroyed on and around this site. If you approve this, you are likely giving a death sentence to your own
grandchildren as well."
Peggy Heisel OH 45458-3255
"There is no good side to this proposition, unless you are Arch Coal! There are far too many negatives to allow
this to happen, all for Big Coal greed!"

